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THE FISH-SCRAP FERTILIZER INDUSTRY OF THE 
ATLANTIC COAST. 

By J. W. TURRENTINE, 

Scientist in Soil Laboratory Investigations. 

PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION. 

The present investigation forms a part of the general plan of the 
Bureau of Soils to survey the Nation’s assets in fertilizer materials. 
The three elements which constitute the essential ingredients of 
most of the artificial fertilizers compounded and marketed in this 
country are phosphorus, potassium, and nitrogen. The former two 
occur in nature as the salts of phosphoric acid and potassium, re- 
spectively. The investigation of the Nation’s resources in these, 
therefore, has had to do with the examination of known deposits and 
-exploration for new. In this connection and under the direction of 
the Bureau of Soils, the phosphate fields of South Carolina, Ten- 
nessee, Florida, Utah, Idaho, Arkansas, and Kentucky have been 
surveyed by W. H. Waggaman;' the desert basins and certain saline 
lakes of Oregon, California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Nevada have 
been examined by E. E. Free,? in collaboration with J. G. Young 
and A. R. Merz, to determine the occurrence of potassium salts 

therein; W. H. Ross® has studied the decomposition of the feldspars 
with a view to the liberation therefrom of the combined potash; 

Waggaman*‘ has investigated the decomposition of alunite and the 
extraction of potash therefrom; W. C. Crandall,> G. B. Rigg,® and 
F. M. McFarland,’ have surveyed certain of the kelp groves of the 
Pacific coast to determine the amounts of those potash carriers avail- 

able, while the writer has determined the potash content.of a number 
of these sea plants collected from the coast of California, Washing- 
ton, and Alaska;® the behavior of kelps when.subjected to destructive 

1Buls. Nos. 69, 76, and 81, Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. of Agr. 

2 Cire. No. 61, Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. of Agr., and a manuscript not yet published. 

§ Cire. No. 71, and a manuscript not yet published. 

£Cire. No. 70, Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. of Agr. 

5“ Wertilizer Resources of the United States.” Sen. Doc. 190, 62d Cong., 2d sess., 

1912; Appen. N, p. 209. 

STIbid., Appen. L, p. 179. 

7Tbid., Appen. M, p. 194. 

8 Turrentine, ibid., Appen. P, p. 217, The Composition of Kelps, 

5781°—13——-1 
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distillation has been studied in the experimental laboratories of 
Mr. John W. Hornsey, consulting engineer, 49 Wall Street, New 
York, with a view to the possible employment of such a process for 
the extraction of potash and useful by-products; + the writer,? in col- 
laboration with W. C. Phalen, of the United States Geological Sur- 
vey, and W. H. Ross, A. R. Merz, R. F. Gardener, and J. A. Cullen, 
of this bureau, has studied the composition of the salines, brines, 
and mother liquors from the principal salt-producing areas of the 
United States, of natural subterranean brines from various salt wells 
and oil and gas wells of the various sections of the country explored 
and prospected for the latter two, of brines and salt crusts from 
desert sinks or playas, and of mother liquors from certain solar 

refineries of ocean brine on the Pacific coast, with a view to their 
potash content and their utilization as a source of potassium salts; 
Free * has investigated certain desert areas where nitrates have been 
found; Waggaman has studied the peat beds of Florida, regarded 
as a possible source of combined nitrogen and of value as a filler for 
manufactured fertilizers, and has reported * on the production of 
ammonium sulphate. 

Nitrogenous compounds, of fertilizer interest, to a greater extent 
than those of phosphorus and potassium, are of artificial derivation, 
though they likewise are obtained in natural deposits. The investi- 
gation has had to do further with the examination of those operations 
and processes which lead to the production of such nitrogenous com- 
pounds, generally as by-products, as may be used in the preparation 
of fertilizers. | 

The information sought in the present study has been in part 
statistical, to determine the history of the industry in terms of 
equipment and output, and its present and proposed development. 
In addition, information has been sought regarding the particulars in 
which the processes now in vogue could be improved, the means 
whereby the industry could be put on a more secure economic basis, 
and its possibilities for enlargement. The Department of Agricul- 

ture has been organized primarily to effect the advancement of the 
agricultural interests of the Nation, and it is believed that in ad- 
vancing the interests of the manufacturers of fertilizers and in help- 
ing them to increase their output and to reduce the cost of manu- 

facture, the interests of the farmers are enhanced. In other words, 
the interests of the manufacturer and of the purchaser of fertilizer 

1 Turrentine, Proc. 8th Internat. Cong. Appl. Chem., 1912, vol. 15, p. 313. 

2 Composition of the Salines of the United States, J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 4, 828; ibid., 4, 

885 (1912) ; ibid., 5, 19 (1913) ; Bul. No. 94, Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. Agr. (1913) ; 

Proc. 8th Internat. Cong. Appl. Chem., 1912, vol. 15, p. 319. 

8 Cire. No. 62, Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. Agr. 

Sen. Doc. 190, Appen. E, p. 119. 
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_are closely allied. The accumulation of full information concerning 
the fish-scrap industry is essential as a preliminary step toward the 
furtherance of that industry. 

HISTORICAL. 

The fish-scrap industry may be said to have had its inception even 

before the advent of white settlers on the American Continent. Prac- 
tices were in vogue which led directly to that industry. The custom 
existed among the Indians of New England of fertilizing their crops 
by means of fish. It is stated that for fertilizing corn, one or two 
fish were placed in each corn hill. This practice was adopted by the 
colonists, and extended to the scattering of fish broadcast over the 
fields. In later years, where the latter practice was carried to an ex- 

treme, it was found that it resulted in serious detriment to the soil 

because of the accumulation therein of the undecomposed oil from the 
fish. Later, it was found that the oil could be readily removed from 
the fish without impairing their usefulness for fertilizer purposes. 
This was actomplished by placing the fish in hogsheads or barrels, 
covering with water, compressing with weighted boards, and allow- 
ing to stand for the putrefaction of the fish to release the oils. The 
oil rose to the surface and was skimmed off. The residue was spread 
upon the land. The oil thus obtained was put to various uses in the 
domestic enterprises of the farms. It was soon found that cooking 
the fish released the oils as effectually as disintegration through 

putrefaction, and very much more quickly and less offensively. 
For the farmers living near the shore it became a part of the 

year’s routine to prepare fish scrap and, incidentally, oil for the 
year’s supply. As the spring was regarded as the best time for the 
application of this fertilizer, a few weeks of the spring were devoted . — 
to fishing and rendering. The apparatus necessary, seines and pots, 
often were owned and operated in common. 

In time pot cooking was superseded by the adoption of steam 
cookers; the first factory for cooking by steam was a small one put 
up near Portsmouth, R. I., in 1841.1 

In 1850 Daniel Wells built a factory on Shelter Island, N. Y. That was the 

first factory of considerable size on the coast, and the quantity of fish handled 

amounted to 2,000,000 or 3,000,000 in number annually. In 1853 Mr. Wells 

built a new factory on Shelter Island and the old one was removed to Groton, 

Conn., being the first steam factory in that State. The first factory in Maine 

was put up in 1863 at South Bristol, and in 1866 11 factories were built in 

Maine. In 1869 the factory at South Bristol, Me., was removed to Fair Port, 

Va., and was the first factory in that State.’ 

The subsequent development of the industry was marked by the 
introduction of the purse seine,* facilitating the capture of fish in 

1 Aquatic Products in Arts and Industries, Charles H. Stevenson. Appen. to Rept. of 

U. S. Fish Comm., 1902, pp. 177-279. 
2 Quoted from Stevenson, loc. cit. 

3 Further discussed under Technology. 
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greatly increased numbers, and the adoption of presses for separating 
the oil and increasing the yield of it, in the place of the older method 
of depending on the lighter specific gravity of the oil to effect a 
separation. Hand presses were introduced in 1856 by Mr. Charles 
Tuthill, of the Wells factory on Shelter Island. In 1858 hydraulic 
power was introduced as a substitute for hand power. In more 
recent years, however, steam presses have been introduced with such 
success that they are to be found in practically every new factory, 
and they are rapidly being installed in the old factories to take the 
place of those operated by hydraulic power. <A further rapid devel- 
opment of the industry was made possible through the substitution 
of steamers for sailing vessels; this rendered the fishermen independ- 
ent of the winds in searching for and overtaking the schools of fish 
and in returning to the factories with their cargoes. In spite of this 
self-evident advantage, it has been only within the last few years that 
the last sailboats of considerable size, fishing for menhaden, have 
been equipped with auxiliary engines: . 

The so-called “ floating factory ” was designed to obviate loss of 
time by the fishing boats in going back and forth between the fac- 
tories and the fishing grounds, the idea being to carry the factory to 

the fish instead of taking the fish to the factory. Introduced in 1876, 
a number had been constructed and were in operation in 1880. They 
consisted of boats of various sorts equipped with the apparatus for 
rendering the fish, such as boilers, cooking vats, and presses. The 

lack of storage room for the products, the difficulty of loading and 
unloading at sea, and other considerations brought about their aban- 
donment. The latest attempt to apply the floating-factory idea was 
in 1911, when a steamer of 5,000 tons was equipped with a complete 
set of the modern automatic apparatus for producing dried scrap.? 
A form of fish-scrap fertilizer which could be shipped long distances 

or stored was prepared first by drying the scrap from the presses on 
platforms. Here the material was spread to dry and was manipu- 
lated in the meantime by hand rakes or hoes to expose fresh surfaces. 
In certain instances the platform drier is still in use, notably in those 
neighborhoods where the odor and smoke from hot-air driers de- 
velops a hostile attitude of neighboring communities. However, the 
dispatch and convenience with which scrap may be dried in the arti- 
ficial driers have led to their almost universal adoption. 

The business continued to expand until it reached its high-water mark in 1884, 

when 858,592,691 fish were caught, yielding 3,722,927 gallons of oil and 68,863 

tons of scrap, valued at $2,800,000. Since that time great improvements have 

been made in the methods of the industry, but owing to the low price of oil 

and scrap, resulting from the competition with other products, the profits have 

not been so great, and many factories have been dismantled. The largest catch 

1 For a description of this plant ef, section on Technology, p. 32, 
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of fish in any one year, according to the figures of the United States Menhaden 

Oil and Guano Association, was 858,592,691, taken in 1884; the smallest was 

223,623,750, secured in 1892, and the average catch during the last 30 years 

approximates 500,000,000 annually. The incomplete returns for 1902 indicate 

that the catch exceeded 900,000,000, a greater quantity than for any previous 

year.’ 

The literature dealing with the fish-scrap industry is confined al- 
most altogether to a small number of reports, prepared through State 
or Federal initiative. Conspicuous among these are two valuable 
reports by G. Brown Goode, on The Natural and Economic History 
of the American Menhaden,? and by Charles H. Stevenson, on Aquatic 
Products in Arts and Industries,* respectively. The present writer 
has drawn freely from these articles for supplementary information 
used in the present paper. 

PRESENT STATUS. 

At present there are about 40 factories on the Atlantic seaboard 
which manufacture fish scrap. This number includes only those 
whose main output is fish scrap and fish oil. Thus are excluded those 
whose output in fish scrap is small and an entirely secondary matter, 
such as the concerns which manufacture glue from cod and other fish 
refuse. While residues from their cookers are sold for fertilizers and 
are essentially fish scrap, their output in scrap is too small to accord 
them more than mere mention in this discussion. 

Of this number of plants, the distribution by States is as follows: 
Maine, 1; Connecticut, 2; New York, 3; New Jersey, 5; Delaware, 2; 
Virginia, 21; North Carolina, 11; and Florida, 1; from which it is 

seen that the Chesapeake Bay region in point of number of plants is 
the center of the industry. 

In the following table are listed the factories of the principal 
producers of fish scrap and their location: 

TasLeE I.—List of factories of the principal producers of fish scrap on the 
Atlantic coast and location. 

Name of concern. Location of plant. 

Maine: 
Weep Cove Manulachurin’ COn 2.6 cacicecse oscecccscccececenst Deep Cove, Me. 

Connecticut: 
Niantic Menhaden Oil & Guano Co... ....-.....s.-.se200----- South Lyme, Conn. 
Wail GoxublontilizerCOss<cctecmcissce coe 2 few cae oan oe oe esioae Mystic, Conn. 

New York: 
Ailanticpviertilizern@Oill Come psss6- eee nemo ee Seen ones Promised Land, N. Y. 
eo lune puasiin 24 COs eee sete sess oe siemens oss See eee Do. 
PETAL OTRO IE CO mapa oars ia cine cla lsinicisieisiisle wisiwis hee c Ee O eee anes ees Do. 

New Jersey: 
PAGAL CRRGISH CTICS OO ieee ass aes ae oeic noc ce lnisis we nisloalelereis oibieie Tuckerton, N. J. 
Fifield Fish Oil and Fertilizer Co See a ere Bese Se Leesburg, NU. 
MIGKZOvVe? ISOS aasatascsSOnGseooOCee Easel See eee Tuckerton, N. J. 
OD. Oil & Guano Co. (successors to the Vernon 8. | Port Monmouth, N.J. 

ail Co 
New York & New Jersey Oil & Guano Co.....-......-...-..-- Do. 

1 Stevenson, loc. cit. 2U.8. Fish Comm. Rept., 1877, pp. 1-52) 

3U.S. Fish Comm. Rept., 1902, pp. 177-352. 
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TABLE I.—List of factories of the principal producers of fish scrap on the 
Atlantic coast and location—Continued. 

Name of concern. Location of plant. 

Delaware: ‘ 
Delaware: Kish, Oil Constecsecesee ones see mente cece eee: Lewes, Del. 
HVGWeS: EHSHELIES COs tse cco tise tae a ean eee eee eeine Do. 

Virginia: 
Bellows: ce SQuiLes 2. H. pesos Neeie eeice wete eae ena ere Sie Ocran, Va. 
CoantRiver:Oilvé Guano Coase aaa eee ne eee eee ree Lewisetta, Va. 

Irvington, Va. 
Davis ‘PackineiConsae eas oS See eee eee ee eee Reedville, Va. 
Davis Palmer Col Keyser ae eae ee ne et a Palmel, Va. 
Dennis ish) Oil Conse ae eee eee eee Cape Charles, Va. 
Phe: Douglas, Coy 22 eae eee ee eae oe nae a ras Reedville, Va. 
Thevhdwards (Com: oer seen eee ces ORS Oe et oR ee Do. 
‘Dhesk dwardsiccRecdiCosecesas cece ete eee e eee eer Cee eee Do. 
Theshubanks-TankanrdiCopacess* seco ee neeeeneeeeeeceeeeee Kilmarnock, Va. 
indian CreekoHertilizer Cope teense eee eee EE neerereeceerer Byrdton, Va. 
MeNealhdwardsiCosss- eae ee eee eee one ee reee ee eo ener Reedville, Va. 
Menhadeni@iliciGuanoiCoemecepeeere Cera ear eeeecee nsceneee Harborton, Va. 
Morris:Pisher: Cosy 2505 see eee eae eee eer eee eee ee Reedville, Va. 
Norfolk Fisheries Corporation................-.....--------- Seaford, Va. 
Seaboard Oil & Guano Co. (successors to Haynie & Snow)..| Reedville, Va. 
Seaboard On « Guano Co. (successors to Hinton, Tolson Oil | Mila (near Reedville), Va. 

uano Co. 
Seaboard OilzcGuanolConsae eee eee Chincoteague Island, Va. 
Stringfellow, Operating Co .2 ie sera ere tee en ace Harveys Wharf, Va. 
Wharton! Misheries| Cosine) seaseee seen eee eee eee ahs ee Ocran, Va. 
A Neh red Dats oe Oo ak omega ater eee Aid be Soe EE eae oC Ame Taft, Va. 

North Carolina: 
Beautortebishyscrapyce OiliCo Seeessseee eee eeeeee ee eee eeeee Beaufort, N.C. 
Chadwick daiCaitineynseea eee eee eee cee eee eee ee oer Do. 
CEP MDC oe Be Bae era ee Mara a iT aoe a ars EN ram oi an ee Lenoxville Point (near Beaufort), N.C. 
Doan sBarvlec tigers sec ee ese ae eee Ur ce eae Beaufort, N.C. 
Ocean Mishenies!Cossesssaencen eee ce eee eee ence eer Wilmington, N. C. 
an Yl See boicte) Ua resteone apes rie RIE BOs UE Del ree i a Nis oe ae Swansboro (near Beaufort), N. C. 
Ree Was Nayiloren. seins panes oars eee ats Se rye am eae peer ieee Morehead City, N. C 
avon eesG ui theryces se eee aes OEE EEC Se eee Do. 
Charles(S saw: allacezay says seers ete epee eee ne eae eee Do. 

UR De eee CR ED cabo se ce eri GlG Seb uo CH OBE Sone One Smyrna (near Beaufort), N.C. 
TACT PWVpIIS 52 2. 2 hea ee Eee a ee RE oe Ee Williston (near Beaufort), N. C. 

Florida: 
SouthernsMenhadeniColepccsscee eeeeeeeeeer cee e Leen eee: Fulton, Fla. 

1 In course of erection, 1912. 2 Receivers for Menhaden Fishing Corporation. 

The output, by States, during the year 1912, is given in Table IT. 
The figures given in the compilation for the: most part were obtained 
on or before November 1. While the catch for the balance of the 
season was estimated in certain instances, it is believed that the 
figures here given may be low. 

TABLE II.—The output of fish scrap, by States, 1912. 

State. Acid Dry. State Acid | Dry 

—————. | | |S] |_ 

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 
Main en et: has eee ee 100 U9} II IDSEN Os Soncasosososocoecsce 6, 312 500 
Connecticutzes ea eee eee 1, 500 6345003) | PMArei as sea eee eye eee a ees 34, 000 
ING WY orks Sea ane 1O“SOOT See oseenes IN@aNN Cerone ss soagssocosceodlooooscccce 7, 250 
ING WAJIETSC yaneren nee eee. 530 1 500n bloridarmasoecceeccccemee cr. olneeeeeeeee | 160 

Announcement is made of the recent organization of the follow- 
ing companies to engage in the fish-scrap industry: The South Coast 
Oil & Fertilizer Co., to operate at Port Arthur, Tex., and E. EH. 
Saunders & Co., to operate at Pensacola, Fla. 
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In Table III are given the statistics of the fish-scrap industry 
for the years 1873-1898, inclusive, taken from Stevenson’s report.? 
Since the dissolution of the United States Menhaden Oil and Guano 
Association the statistics of the industry have not been made 
available. 

TABLE III.—Statement of the extent of the menhaden industry of the United 
States in each year from 1873 to 1898, inclusive, according to the returns of 
the United States Menhaden Oil and Guano Association. 

Vessels em- 
ployed. Scrap made. 

Men : 
Facto- Capital : : : 

Year. wes em- : Fish received.| Oil made. 
nes. | ployed invested. Crude or 

Steam.} Sail Dried acidu- 
lated 

Dollars. Gallons. Tons. Tons. 
WiBscccsas 62 | 2,306 20 300 | 2,388,000 | 397,700,000 | 2,214,800 |.......... 36, 299 
S74 e ees 64 |. 2,438 25 283 | 2,500,000 | 492,878,000 | 3,372,847 |.......... 50, 976 
SV Aa ee ee 60 | 23.633 39 304 | 2,650,000 | 563,327,000 | 2,681,482 |.......... 53, 625 
VS(Oe sees G4 | 2,758 46 320 2, 750, 000 512, 450, 000 29925 000M essen a 51, 245 
TSH i( fee et 56 | 2,631 63 270 | 2,047,612 | 587,642,125 | 2,426, 589 5, 700 49,744 
ECs Senaee 56 3,337 64] ° 279 2, 350, 000 767, 779, 250 3, 809, 233 19, 377 64, 342 
ASO isa ee 60 | 2,296 81 204 | 2,502,500 | 637,063,750 | 2,258,901 29, 563 37, 496 
ISSO See 79 3, 261 82 366 2, 550, 000 776, 875, 000 2, 034, 940 25, 800 19, 020 
GSS ee He. 97 2, 805 73 286 2, 460, 000 454, 192, 000 1, 266, 549 25, 027 7,592 
SS 2 ee 97 2,313 83 212 2, 338, 500 346, 638, 555 2, 021, 316 17, 552 10, 029 
ers3}5 c-oeene 78 2,427 69 136 2, €51, 000 613, 461, 776 2, 166, 320 34, 216 10, 920 
SSA 52 2,114 59 157 1, 534, 756 858, 592, 691 3, 722, 927 58, 433 10, 430 
SS5 ae 50 2, 064 78 84 1, 314, 500 479, 214, 415 2, 346, 319 33, 910 1220 
AS86245 26 1,154 45 74 1, 234, 000 283, 106, 000 1, 805, 544 14, 597 4, 298 
USS Be ese 28 2, 499 46 38 1, 000, 000 333, 564, 800 2, 273, 566 17, 262 5, 368 
lieteie Sa ee ee 24 | 3,568 45 42 3, 000, 000 439, 388, 950 2,051, 128 15, 638 12, 406 
PESOS eS 29 | 4,400 46 84 | 2,500,000 | 555,319,800 | 3,327,030 | 24,359 25, 859 
1890522222 28 4, 368 52 27 2, 500, 000 533, 686, 156 2, 939, 217 20, 339 21,173 
SO es 27 2,985 54 13 1, 775, 000 355, 138, 873 1, 946, €42 12, 608 15, 069 
1 ote Perey 29 2, 002 55 10 1,756 000 223, 623, 750 1, 329, 644 8, 400 10, 815 
189325 22. 33 Po ES 57 27 1, 721, 000 366, 406, 625 1, 269, 002 13, 150 15, 465 
NSQA Sa 44 | 2,356 56 28 | 2,000,000 | 533,361,900 | 1,999,506 20, 057 27, 582 
18952. 42-=° 42 | 2,276 48 35 | 1,600,000 | 461,747,000 | 1,767,754 18, 682 21, 965 
T8962 A 5e2e2 Sy || PEAS 53 38 1, 376, 500 401, 425, 800 1, 741, 530 14, 280 21, 484 
NSO 41 2, 750 60 45 1, 871, 000 584, 302, 930 2, 147, 113 18, 480 34, 372 
WROSsK es * 40 | 2,470 51 20 | 2,500,000 | 542,500,000 | 2,450,000 17, 360 34, 120 

THE MENHADEN. 

NAMES. 

The menhaden, Brevoortia tyrannus, is commonly known on the 
various sections of the Atlantic coast by various popular names. In 
Maine it is called the “ pogy,” though sometimes the “ menhaden”; 
likewise in Massachusetts it is spoken of as the “pogy” and the 
“menhaden,” and occasionally as the “hardhead.” In Rhode Island 
it is known as the “ menhaden,” while in Connecticut the names “ bony 
fish” and “ white fish” have been applied to it. In New York and 
New Jersey it is designated as the “ mossbunker”; and as one passes 
southward the names “ alewife,” or “old wife,” and “bug fish” (on 
account of a parasitic crustacean found in its mouth in certain re- 
gions) are encountered, until North Carolina is reached, when the 
names “ fatback” and “shad” prevail. The name menhaden sup- 

1 Loc. cit. 
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posedly had its origin in the Indian word “ munnawhatteaug,” 
applied to that fish, as well as to others, which means “ fertilizer ” or 
that which “ manures.” + The other names for the most part are like- 
wise descriptive. 

DESCRIPTION. 

For a detailed description of anatomical characteristics and meas- 
urements of the Brevoortia tyrannus see the report by Goode, referred 
to above. The following description of the appearance of the adult 
fish 1s quoted from the same author:? 

The adult menhaden is a most beautiful fish. Its color is pearly opalescent, 

like that of the cyprinoid fishes from which the commercial “ essence d’orient,” 

or liquid pearl, used by artists, and in the manufacture of paste jewelry, is 

prepared. Each scale has all the beauty of a fine pearl, and the reflections 

taken from the mailed side of a fish just taken from the water are superb. 

The scales of the back and of the top of the head are of a purplish blue. The 

blotch of black upon the scapular region, just above the origin of the pectoral, 

is very constant, although I have seen fish in which-it did not occur. Many, 

especially of the older and fatter ones, have a number of irregular, roundish, 

blue-black blotches upon the sides and flanks. The young fish are not so bril- 

liantly colored, and, in general appearance, resemble the young of shad. 

Other species of the genus Brevoortia are found in the Gulf of 
Mexico and on the shores of Brazil. 

From a study of the young of related fish, it appears probable that 
the menhaden requires three or four years in which to attain full 
erowth. At the end of the first year they are from 3 to 5 inches in 
length; at the end of the second, 7 to 10 inches; the third, 12 to 14 

inches; and the full grown fish is from 16 to 18 inches in length. The 
largest specimen of menhaden recorded was 20 inches in length. 

OCCURRENCE AND MOVEMENTS. 

The geographical limits of the northern menhaden seem to be the 
Bay of Fundy at the north and the southern coast of Florida at the 

south. It can be expected to make its appearance annually in the 
coastal waters of all the States from Maine to Florida (between the 
parallels 25° and 45° north). To the landward it is limited by 
brackish water; oceanward, by the Gulf stream. 

The menhaden is regarded universally by fishermen as a migra- 
tory fish in the sense that it migrates northward in the spring and 
southward in the fall. The matter of its migration has been studied 
by Goode. Available information from numerous sources, as well as 
from a priori considerations, has been brought to bear on this inter- 
esting question. 
Two sorts of piscatorial migration are recognized, equatorial and 

abatic. The former takes a northern and southern direction, like 

1 Quoted from Goode, U. 8S. Fish Comm. Rept. 1877, 11. 

2 Goode. loc. cit. Cf. p. 33. 
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that of the migration of birds; the latter may be described as an up 
and down migration, or what amounts to the same thing, an off and 

on shore migration. The former is seasonal, while the latter may be 
seasonal, diurnal, or irregular. Fish migrate for various reasons: 
(1) To find water of an agreeable temperature and depth; (2) to 

find water of an agreeable temperature and depth in which food can 
be acquired; and (3) to spawn. By noting the temperature of the 
water of the various regions in which the menhaden have shown 
themselves, at the time of their appearance and of their departure, 
correlating figures have been obtained which are taken to indicate 
the extremes of temperature agreeable or bearable to the menhaden. 
The temperature thus indicated as most agreeable is 60° to 70° 
Fahrenheit. Where the temperature of the water in the spring 
reaches 50° F., the fish are likely to appear; and when it falls to that 
temperature in the autumn, they are equally apt to disappear. Ap- 
parent exceptions to the latter have been observed; it is believed, 
however, that the exceptional cases were caused by the detentions of 
the fish against their will by the contour of the coast line, or other 
such causes. This is taken as the lower limit of temperature bear- 

able to the menhaden, while the upper limit is believed to be 75° 
to 80° F. Thus, the coolness of the night, or a cold wind lowering 

the temperature of the surface water, causes the schools to disap- 
pear beneath the surface. 

Sensitiveness to temperature change, hypothesized for the men- 
haden, is not peculiar to that fish. On the contrary, the supposition 

of this sensitiveness is based on the definite knowledge that that 

characteristic is possessed by other fish. 
Since menhaden disappear. from northern waters during the winter 

to return again during the summer, it becomes necessary to account 

for their movements in the interim. Three courses are cpen to them: 

(a) To migrate to southern waters; (0) to hibernate in waters of 
great depth and low temperature; (¢) to migrate abatically, or off- 
shore, until waters of congenial temperature are reachea. 

The first suggestion is in conformity with the prevailing beliefs 
of the fishermen. They picture the northern migration as a move- 
ment of the whole body of fish, swimming at a great rate of speed. 
feeding as they advance and increasing in fat, the larger and stronger 
pushing on farther north while the smaller and weaker are left 
behind and tarry in the more southern regions; that in the fall they 
return, growing thinner as they advance, due to the development 
of the roe (“the fat all goes into the roe”), and that they remain 
south during the winter. This belief is logical to the extent at least 

that during the spring the schools frequently are seen actually swim- 
ming north and in the fall south. And it is known that they are to 

be seen in Florida waters during the winter. 
5781°—13——2 
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However, this theory is scarcely tenable when it is remembered 
that the menhaden are never seen south of the southernmost point 
of Florida, and that during the winter they are never seen north of 
northernmost Florida. So the intervening stretch of coastal waters 
must accommodate the myriads of fish forming the immense schools 
visible farther north during the summer. The fact that there is only 

one fish scrap factory on the Atlantic coast side of Florida is abun. 
dant evidence that this is not the winter retreat of the Atlantic men- 
haden. The Florida menhaden, besides, possess different charac- 

teristics from the northern. They are unmistakably different in 
size and coloration. In fact, the fish caught on the different sections 
of the coast are peculiar to those sections; those in certain sections 
are infested with certain parasites not found on those from other 

sections. This fact is almost incontestable evidence that the fish 
thus characterized could not have been a part of a general migratory 
school the other members of which being entirely free from the para- 

sites. 
The size of the fish, as well as other characteristics, varies, those of 

a certain size being peculiar to a certain part of the coast. Roughly 

the largest fish, averaging about 12 inches in length, are found in the 
waters off the New England States; those taken in the Long Island 
region are about 10 inches; those off New Jersey and Delaware about 
9 inches; those in the Chesapeake Bay region about 8 inches; and those 
found below Cape Hatteras about 6 to 7 inches in length.t It does 
not seem in the least to trouble the adherents of the coastal migra- 
tion theory that the large fish characteristic of the New England 
coast always escape capture as they pass the southern coast twice 
a year. i : 

With regard to the second hypothesis it should be said that in 
those instances where it is known definitely that fish hibernate in a 

state of torpidity it is generally where that course of action is forced 
upon them. Thus it is restricted to fish in: those bodies of water 
which are thoroughly chilled during the winter. Their torpidity is 
induced by the low temperature. It is difficult to believe that a fish 
in the ocean, where all agreeable temperatures are to be had. would 

willingly search out a spot, at some great depth and corresponding 
pressure, where the temperature was sufficiently chilling to induce 
torpidity and where a radical change in habits would have to be 
undergone. In addition, a fish once rendered torpid in the depths of 
the ocean would remain there, as the conditions there would be per- 
manent. 

The third alternative, the assumption that the fish, while migrating 
equatorially to a limited extent during the season of warm coastal 
water, migrate abatically for their winter’s sojourn in the warmer. 

1 Hathaway, Bull. Bureau of Fisheries, 1908, Part I, p. 271. 
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water lying oceanward, appears more plausible. An exploration of 
ocean temperatures has shown that there are strata lying offshore and 
at a depth of 50 to 100 fathoms whose temperature is about 50° to 
55° F. It is suggested that the fish swimming oceanward at the 
beginning of cold weather, and being driven downward by the 
chilled surface water, strike the warm strata and are held there dur- 

ing the winter by the surrounding barriers of colder strata. In the 
spring, with the removal of these barriers, they swim shoreward 
again to their accustomed feeding grounds. This accounts, further- 
more, for their prompt appearance offshore as soon as the water there 
reaches a temperature of 50° F. Their emaciated condition in the 
spring would show the scarcity of food in the region of their winter’s 
stay. Indeed, they are so “thin” that a thousand spring fish 
frequently yields only a half gallon of oil as compared with 10 to 15 
gallons of oil produced by an equal number of fall fish. 

HABITS. 

~The menhaden swim in schools made up almost always of large 
numbers. Schools have been reported 20 miles in length, but this 
size is exceptional. The fish in the schools are densely massed, not 
only side by side but one above the other. They produce a rippling 
in the water which is discoverable at a distance and which betrays 
the presence of the schools to the fishermen. Their location is indi- 
eated also by flocks of gulls which follow the schools. 

The schools frequent the larger bays and inlets such as Chesapeake 
and Delaware Bays and Long Island Sound; these and other similar 
waters formerly constituted the main fishing grounds. But they are 

found also in deeper waters opposite the entrances to bays and sounds 
and off promontories. Thirty years ago it was their habit also to 
ascend rivers as far as the brackish water would permit. This they 
no longer do to a conspicuous degree. While they are not so much in 
evidence perhaps near the shore, there is no evidence that they are 
decreasing in numbers. They appear to be the most numerous fish 

on the Atlantic coast. The maintenance of the catch year after year, 
however, can not be taken as proof that the menhaden is not decreas- 
ing in numbers, unless it be shown that the maintenance of the catch 
is not the result of increased skill in fishing. 

FOOD. 

The examination of the stomach contents of a large number of men- 
haden at various times and from numerous localities has revealed 
only large quantities of dark material, resembling the silt such as is 
found on the bottom in sheltered and quiet water near river mouths. 

1* Occasionally fat fish are taken in the spring, indicating that food is not always 

absent from the winter abode of the menhaden.” Kendall, Bureau of Fisheries. Private 
communication. het ae eS aa eae or er ee Eats ee 
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An examination of bettom mud has shown it to contain large quantities 
of living and dead microorganisms, making up more than half of its 
bulk. This is supposed to constitute the food of the bivalves and 
other aquatic animals of similar habits. It has been shown by Peck? 
that the menhaden is provided with a mechanism, situated upon the 
anterior edge of the gill arches, and known as “ gill rakers,” by means 
of which it is able to strain out from the water in which it swims the 
microorganisms which live there. ‘ These minute organisms furnish 
directly the food of the menhaden. * * * ‘Phe whole food supply 
of this fish is obtained by filtering out from the surface stratum of 
water the organic life there suspended.” ? | 

SPAWNING. 

Very little is known definitely of the breeding habits of the men- 
haden. Numerous theories are entertained by the fishermen. Some 
confess ignorance: others believe they spawn in southern rivers; 
others, that they spawn “ on the edge of the Gulf stream.” 

The large number of young which appear on the coast of North 

Carolina in early spring indicate thenearnessof the spawning ground 
to that region and of the spawning season to that time. The absence 
of a developed roe in the fish of that region in the summer and its 
appearance only in late fall and winter mark the time of spawning 
there as the winter or early spring. As the fish have disappeared 
from the coast at that time, except along the Carolinas and Flerida, 

the spawning ground must be on the shores of either the Carolinas 
or Florida. Evidence is lacking that they enter the rivers at this 
time in sufficient numbers to represent a concerted movement toward 
a spawning ground, such as is shown by other fish, occurring in 
much smaller numbers than the menhaden, in the spawning season. 
Hathaway * states that he has examined many hundreds of men- 

haden caught between Cape Lookout, N. C., and seorgetewn, S. C.., 
from the 20th of November to the 10th of December, among which 
there was not one that did not show a roe development such as to 
indicate that 1t would spawn within 30 to 60 days. 

Smith has shown that menhaden have been taken on the coast of 
North Carolina in November from which spawn was running show- 

ing conclusively that menhaden may spawn in November,* and states 
that in spring and early summer the menhaden spawns in abundance 
on the northern part of the middle Atlantic and the southern part 
of the New England coast, and in late autumn and early winter on 
the southern part of the middle Atlantic and the northern part of the 

south Atlantic coast. / 

1**On the Food of the Menhaden,” Bull. U. 8S. Fish Commission, 1893, p. 113. 
2 Peck, loc. cit. cf. p. 114. : 

3**'Phe Menhaden Industry,” American Fertilizer, 38, 44 (1913). 

* Smith, Hugh M., Fishes of North Carolina, N. C. Geol. and Econ. Survey, p. 132. 
5 Hathaway, Bull. Bureau of Fisheries, 1908, Pt. I, cf. pp. 277-278. 
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In this connection the following statement, quoted from Smith,? is 

of great interest: 

By the first week in November the development of the reproductive organs 

had progressed so far that the approach of the spawing period appeared to be 

imminent in the fish caught close to land on the ocean shores of Maryland, 

Virginia, and North Carolina. On November 6 large hauls of menhaden off 

the Maryland coast contained fish from 9 to 12 inches long that were very 

nearly ripe, and on November 7, 9, and 13 small quantities of eggs or milt could 

be forced by gentle pressure from most of the fish examined, taken on the 

same grounds. On November 13 a female menhaden 11 inches long, caught in 

a school off the Virginia coast appeared to be spent, November 16 a similar 

specimen with shriveled and empty ovaries was found among some almost ripe 

fish on the North Carolina coast. In the latter part of November eggs or milt 

could be forced by gentle pressure from nearly all menhaden caught south of 

Cape Henry. 

Investigations, carried on by the Bureau of Fisheries during the 

summer of 1895, extending from June 29 to August 5, showed that 
the menhaden were spawning in the waters off the coast of Maine 
during that period. It is the behef of the fishermen of that region 
that they spawn throughout the summer. 

PREDATORY ENEMIES. 

The immense and clumsy schools of menhaden, swimming in open 
water, fall an easy prey to all the large carnivorous aquatic animals 
frequenting the Atlantic coastal waters. Beginning with the 
whales, the largest of these, the destruction by them in former years 
was considerable, a single mouthful of a whale representing, per- 
haps, a hogshead of fish. The larger sharks attack them, but destruc- 

tion by them is slight when compared with that of the dogfish moving 
and attacking in schools. Other fish, such as the horse mackerel, 
the pollock, the striped bass, the sea trout, the swordfish, the bayonet- 
fish, and, possibly, the codfish, are counted among their destructive 
enemies. The bluefish and the bonito, however, are regarded as 

the greatest destroyers of the menhaden, as they not only consume 
great numbers of them, but wantonly cut and destroy countless 
others. A school of bluefish are credited with attacking a school 
of menhaden with such ferocity as to leave a wake of blood 
and mangled fish for miles, and destroying the school utterly. 
Baird? estimated the number of bluefish over 3 pounds in weight 
in New England waters at one thousand million. Each fish he 
credits with the destruction of 10 fish, or 24 pounds, per day. Dur- 
ing the four summer months, he calculates, this number of bluefish 

1 Smith, Hugh M., Notes on an Investigation of the Menhaden Fishery in 1894, with 

Special Reference to the Food Fishes Taken, U. S. Fish Comm. Bul., 1895, p. 285. 

?Natural History of Important Food Fishes of the South Shore of New England. 

II. The Bluefish. U.S. Fish Comm., Rept. i871-2, p. 235. 
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devour ten thousand millon fish, or twenty-five hundred million 
pounds, per day; and for the four months, twelve hundred million 
fish, or three hundred thousand million pounds. Goode? applies 
this approximation to the menhaden. He takes the number of men- 
haden as one quarter of the total destruction considered by Baird, 
and supposes that the other predaceous fish combined destroy a_ 
number equal to that devoured by the bluefish. This justified a divi- 
sion of Baird’s estimate by 4 and a multiplication by 2. The coast 
of New England, further, is taken as one-quarter of the Atlantic 
coast of the United States. The number, therefore, should be mul- 
tipled further by applying the estimate to the winter months also 
during which the destruction by bluefish and the others continues in 
southern waters. Goode finally multiphes Baird’s estimate by 10, 
to obtain a figure representing the annual destruction of menhaden 
on the entire coast. The product is three thousand million million! 

These figures are mere estimates. They serve, however, to show 

that the destruction of .900,000,000 of menhaden by man is insignifi- 

cant when compared to the probable destruction wrought by the 
predaceous inhabitants of the ocean.” 

OTHER FISH USED IN THE PREPARATION OF FERTILIZERS. 

WASTE FROM DRESSED FISH. 

The discussion of this topic, it should be said in the beginning, 
will have to do with the possible use of other fish in the prepara- 

tion of fertilizer, rather than with the actual use, for the amount of 
fertilizer produced on the Atlantic coast from other fish than the 
menhaden is almost negligible. 
With the exception of the menhaden there are no fish sought on the 

Atlantic coast besides the food fish. As a source of scrap from fish 

other than the menhaden, one would have to look, then, to the waste 

from the food-fish fisheries and to useless fish taken incidentally in 

these. 
According to the statistics of 1908, the latest year for which statis- 

tics are available, 703,525,500 pounds of food fish were caught in the 
Atlantic and Gulf fisheries of the United States. In the dressing 
of fish the waste represents an average of 25 per cent of the “ round ” 
weight of the fish of the above catch; then, 175,881,375 pounds, or 
78,518 tons, of fish refuse suitable for the preparation of fertilizer 
were produced. This amount would be further augmented by the 
portion of the catch thrown away because of having spoiled in the 
market or because of lack of market and the large number of use- 

less fish, mostly dogfish, taken incidentally. On the supposition 
that this material, consisting of the heads and viscera, contains 10 

1 Loc, cit., p. 109. 
2In this connection see Kendall, Bull. Bureau of Fisheries, 1908, Pt. I, p. 281, and 

Hathaway, ibid., p. 271. 
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per cent solid matter (round fish have been shown to contain 19 
per cent solid matter+), the quantity of refuse would produce 7,852 
tons of dried fish scrap. 

The utilization of any considerable portion of this waste for the 
preparation of dried scrap, it will be seen, is economically impossible 
when it is remembered that the fisheries are scattered the length of 

the coast, that many fish are shipped to the various markets un- 

dressed and are dressed either there or by the consumer, and that 
the fresh fish marketed dressed frequently are prepared on board 
the fishing boats and the waste is thrown overboard. At present it 
is true that practically all of the fish heads and offal available for 
fertilizer purposes is the comparatively small amount produced at 
the canneries. The fish-canning industry is carried on on the Maine 
coast more actively than at any other locality on the Atlantic sea- 
board, where a number of different sorts of fish, but principally 
herring, are preserved. To a certain extent the waste from these 

industries, known as “fish cuttings” and consisting of the heads 
and viscera, is treated for the recovery of its oil and the preparation 

of fish pomace or raw scrap. : 
Concerning the practice at the herring canneries of the Passama- 

quoddy region of maine, Hall? states: 

The “fish cuttings” and refuse fish which accumulate at the canneries are 

made into pomace and sold for fertilizer. When the herring are cut for sar- 

dines the “ cuttings,’ which include the heads and viscera, are first deposited 

in barrels. They are afterwards removed to the press room and emptied in a 

heap on the floor, being spread in layers and covered with salt to prevent them 

trom decomposing. The quantity of salt used is about 3 bushels to 5 barrels of 

cuttings. After remaining in the salt a short time they are put into three- 

quarter hogshead tubs and thoroughly cooked with steam. * * * The tubs 

are kept covered while the fish are cooking. After being cooked, the cuttings 

are dipped with scoop nets from the tubs into the pomace presses. There are 

usually two of these presses used in each cannery. * * * The pressure is 

applied with a jackscrew operated by hand. While the fish are being pressed 

the oil and water which they contain are carried off into an oil tank by means 

of an open spout. The pomace, when taken from the press, is packed into. 

barrels which are made for that purpose and hold about 275 pounds each. 

It is sold largely to farmers in the vicinity at an average of about $9 per ton. 

The oil is skimmed off the water in the tanks and put in barrels for Bue 

The price received in 1895 was about 14 cents per gallon. * * * 

It requires about 3 hogsheads of fish to yield 1 hogshead of cuttings and 5 

hogsheads of cuttings to make 1 ton of pomace. It is generally estimated that 

the yield of oil to each ton of pomace is from 20 to 23 gallons, but the propor- 

tions in which the two products are sold show the average quantity of oil to 

the ton of pomace to be a little less than 16 gallons. 

CLCESp..o2: 

2 The Herring Industry of the Passamaquoddy Region. U. 8. Fish Comm. Rept., 1896;. 

cf. p. 479. 
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In 1895, according to the figures compiled by this authority, 
36,496 hogsheads, or about 36,496,000 pounds, of herring were util- 

ized in the canning industry of the Passamaquoddy region. In the 
same year 325 gallons of oil, 31 tons of pomace, and 2,704 barrels of 
waste fish, which were not rendered, were produced. 

In 1905, 33 establishments were engaged in canning sardines. 
Fifty tons of pomace and 1,000 gallons of oil were produced. The 
former fetched $8 per ton and the latter 15 cents per gallon.? 

Small amounts of the waste produced at the fish-dressing estab- 
lishments of the fishing centers of Massachusetts are utilized by the 
renderers of garbage and other city wastes of those sections. These 
amounts are irregular and of small consequence. Undoubtedly they 
could be increased. In the neighborhood of Pensacola, Fla., a plant 
recently has been established for the utilization of the fish scrap and 
waste fish available in that region. It is said on good authority that 
large quantities of mullet, caught on the Florida coast south of 
Tampa, annually are permitted to go to waste for lack of suitable 
market. In previous years skates and other useless fish taken in the 
pound nets at certain places on the New England coast were dried in 
the sun, without rendering, and subsequently were pulverized for 
use as fertilizer. . 

REFUSE FROM NEWFOUNDLAND COD. 

The large production of fish waste from the extensive cod industry 
prosecuted on the Newfoundland shores has been the object of much 
speculation in the past. An investigation of the industry has shown 
that about 150,000 tons of refuse is produced there annually. If 
this be regarded as containing 15 per cent solid matter, it would be 
equivalent to over 20,000 tons of dry scrap. This amount of fish 
scrap would be an important. addition to the present output from the 
Atlantic fisheries. It has been shown, however, that the scrap is 
produced in small amounts over a long line of shore, that it is thrown 
away as fast as produced, thus requiring to save it a radical change 
in the present methods of work, and that it is produced at a time 
when all the available labor is busily engaged in dressing the cod. 

Its recovery accordingly constitutes a problem which so far has not 
been solved economically and offers scant hope of solution. 

DOGFISH. 

Perhaps the most probable extension of the fish-scrap industry 
through the employment of other fish for that purpose will prove to 
be the utilization of dogfish. This supposition is based on the con- 

sideration of the general hatred for the dogfish entertained by the 

1 Statistics of the Fisheries of the New Hngland States for 1905, U. S. Fish Comm, 

Rept., 1906. 
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fishermen and the consensus of opinion there that their destruction is 
imperative. The insistence that State or Federal initiative be ap- 
plied toward their destruction combined with a realization of their 
utility when captured may possibly lead to their large use as a source 

of fertilizer. 
In 1904 the Canadian Government brought about the erection of 

three plants for the rendering of dogfish, one at Clarks Harbor, one 
at Canso, Nova Scotia, and the other at Shippigan, on Chaleur Bay, 
New Brunswick. These were operated on the basis of Government 
ownership of rendering plant, and cash payments to the fishermen, 
by the ton, for dogfish delivered at the docks. 
With regard to one of these plants the Massachusetts Board of 

Fish Commissioners has to say:+ 

This establishment * * * was designed to reduce about 10 tons of dogfish 

or fish offal daily. The machinery used * * * is of the type generally used 

in the menhaden factories in this country, and with certain modifications in the 

whale factories of Newfoundland. At the time of beginning operations, Mr. Cox 

was obliged to make a week’s trip among the fishermen to explain the plan 

and to induce them to bring in the dogfish caught. As soon as shipments began 

to come from points outside of Canso, e. g., Arichat, Petit de Grat, etc.. the 

Canso fishermen began to save their dogfish. The result was a great surprise 

to all. It had not been realized how many dogfish had been hooked and thrown 

overboard again. One of the fishermen had two trawls set with 1,500 hooks on 

each. He tended the first trawl as soon as the second trawl] was set, and nearly 

every hook had a dogfish. On October 2,in spite of the fact that notice had been 

sent out the two days previous that, on account of the overwhelming quantities 

which came in, no dogfish would be received until October 4, we saw eight 

loads from steamers, small schooners, and dories brought and landed upon the 

dock. ‘Three dories brought 7 tons, three small schooners brought 17 tons, 

and one small steamer brought 8 tons, a total of 32 tons. The price paid for 

the fish delivered on the dock was at that time $6 per ton if livered and $5 if 

unlivered. ‘These prices include the livers. Even at $4 per ton the dogfish 

would have been a bonanza for the fishermen. Two men in a dory could easily 

make $7 to $8 a day per man catching dogfish within 1 mile of their homes. 

With regard to the success and present status of these Government- 
owned rendering plants, the deputy minister of marine and fisheries 
of the Dominion of Canada, under date of February 21, 1913, has 
to say: 

As the dogfish became a very serious menace to the successful operation of 

the fishermen, it was decided in 1904 to test the feasibility of combating the 

nuisance they caused by converting them into fish scrap and oil. To this end 

three reduction works were established, which were equipped with machinery 

manufactured by the American Process Co., of New York. It was the hope of 

the department that it could be shown that the utilization of dogfish in such 

a way could be made to pay and that private enterprise would after a few 

years take up the venture. The works have been operated only during the 

1 Report of the Commissioners on Fisheries and Game. Damage Caused to the Fish- 

eries of Massachusetts by Dogfish During the Year 1905. 

5781°—13——3 
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season that dogfish are on the coast in large numbers, but it has been found 

impossible to make them pay with the price that has been paid for the raw 

material, $4 per ton. The works were established at Clarks Harbor, Nova 

Scotia; Canso, Nova Scotia: and Shippigan, New Brunswick. Owing to the 

manner in which fishing is carried on in the vicinity of Shippigan it was not 

found possible to get any large quantities of dogfish there, and the works at that 

place have consequently been closed. Last year at Canso over 1,000 tons of 

dogfish were treated, which yielded about 125 tons of scrap and about 13,500 

gallons of oil. At Clarks Harbor 360 tons of raw material were handled. 

which yielded 48 tons of scrap and over 2,600 gallons of oil. The amount of 

raw material collected at both these works varies from year to year, depending 

on the plentitude of dogfish. At Canso the average quantity used yearly would 

be 1,000 tons, and at Clarks Harbor slightly less. 

There is no doubt, however, that such works could be made to pay if located 

at places where fish offal is also available in considerable qed ies: and the 

dogfish were procured at a smaller price. 

It has been stated by Field? that the two dogfishes, the smooth 

and the horned, are tremendously destructive of lobsters and of such 
food fish as the mackerel and herring. The Massachusetts State 
Board of Fish Commissioners have estimated that the annual less 
from the destruction by dogfish of food fish and fishing gear in the 
State of Massachusetts alone amounts to $400,000. A proportionate 
loss from their depredations probably obtains for the other States 
bordering the Atlantic, and a proportionate benefit would accrue 

from their destruction. 
The method of reproduction of dogfish is quite different from that 

of fish of the herring family, in that fertilization of the eggs of the 
dogfish is internal and the young fish are brought forth in a fully 
developed condition. Each female produces from 4 to 12 young at 
atime. The eggs of a single menhaden, if permitted to hatch, would 
produce many ‘hore young fish. When the enormous rate of 
their increase is considered, it is readily seen how the menhaden are 

able to persist in spite of the destruction of such vast numbers of 
them by their various enemies. The dogfish, on the other hand, ap- 
parently has but few enemies powerful enough to effect his depletion. 
Undoubtedly their destruction by natural causes is comparativ ely 
slight, so that their comparativ ely low rate of reproduction is sufh- 

cient for the maintenance of their numbers. Their low rate of repro- 
duction makes them particularly vulnerable to the attack of their arti- 

ficial enemies. Their depletion by a concerted and organized attack 

of the fishermen therefore should be possible. Before such an 
attack can be expected, however, a ready market must be provided 

for the dogfish caught by hook or seine. 
From the foregoing it appears reasonable to believe that dogfish 

may prove an abundant source of material for the preparation of 

1 Field, Sea Mussels and Dogfish as Food. Fourth International Fish Congress. Bull. 

Bureau of Fisheries, vol, 28, Pt. I, 243 (1908) ; cf. p. 247. 
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fish scrap and oil. If caugbt in very great numbers their depletion 
would seem to be inevitable. Therefore they can not be regarded as 
a source possessing both permanence and abundance. 

CRUSTACEANS. 

Horseshoe crabs, it has been reported by Stevenson, have been used 
in large numbers in certain localities for fertilizer purposes. The 
heads and shells of shrimps are used, likewise, though their use is 
both local and unimportant. The shells obtained at lobster and crab 
canneries have been found to be admirable as “ fillers” for finished 
fertilizers. Besides carrying a certain percentage of nitrogen, they 
contain a large amount of lime of high agricultural value. At one 
fertilizer mixing plant on Chesapeake Bay over 250 tons of ground 
crab shells are used annually. 

THE ALLEGED DESTRUCTION OF FOOD FISH IN THE MENHADEN 
INDUSTRY. 

It has been believed by many that not only menhaden have been 

utilized by the operators for the manufacture of fish scrap, but that 
any fish available or that could be caught in the seines were so em- 
ployed, and that in this way great numbers of food fish were de- 
stroyed annually. It was asserted that so great was this destruction 

that the decrease in the supply of food fish along the shores was 
quite appreciable. In contradiction it was maintained by the fisher- 
men that the number of food fish taken with the menhaden was in- 
sufficient to supply the crew with fresh fish and therefore the 
charges were quite groundless. 

In 1894 the Bureau of Fisheries investigated the question of the 
alleged destruction of food fish by the menhaden fishermen. The 
results obtained were unqualifiedly corroborative of the claims of 
the menhaden fishermen. In spite of this investigation and its posi- 
tive results, the belief is still maintained among certain people that 
food fish are destroyed in the menhaden fishery. For that reason this 
brief discussion of the Bureau of Fisheries’ investigation is included 
in this report. 
An agent of the bureau mentioned was placed on each of two 

vessels, one a “ double-gang” steamer, equipped with two purse 
seines and crew requisite for their manipulation, and the other a 
“sinegle-gang ” steamer. The investigation covered the entire fish- 
ing season of those steamers, during which time they took about 
28,000,000 fish, or one-twentieth of the entire catch of the season. 

The fishing operations covered the entire coast from Maine to 
North Carolina, inclusive of the bays and sounds. The seines were 
hauled a total number of 1,078 times, 1382 of which failed to catch 
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any fish. The number and haul of fish other than menhaden taken 
in these hauls are set forth in detail in the subjoined table: 

TABLE 1V.—Number and kind of fish taken by two menhaden fishing steamers. 

Kind of fish. Number. 

Alewives or herring (Clupea pseudoharengus, C. aestivalis)...........----.-------eee ee eee ee 86, 898 
Amibersfish (SeriolasDumlenililalam di) ees eer eae eee cere: een ease eee eee if 
AM Chowiy-CS tole pin OTUSermit call) ares a rerepere erro ae eno yaar 2 
IBULDKereKah Menon heOnomMbInCeMlPID: sys coodooacdeducossuvecedoucnaocodesds Shagodse net cucocéccoucco= 2,274 
BOMIGO/CSArAA Sar Cay eis a Meee ore sci heer eee eT Sty a a oe op 35 
iBiTbernsh(Stromateus)triacamthnus)eecme eae ee eee eee ee oee eee reeeee eee 811 
Cathish: CAs ei tars jellies) saya oc csee cere enero ie ee ee eo I a me re 2 
Ceroi(Scomberomorusregalis) aarti ee oe ee eee a eee sere 3 
COM GGA s rT OU A)yse eesryss wteiche oe ea e R e 1 
Croaker (Micropogon undulatus)....-....-.-.-.------ Bete, Ba ye beset aoe arog PEA ope ee 134 
Cunnen(CtenolabrusiadSpersus) basses oe eee eee ene eee eee ser eee. eee e eee See ee 4 
Cutlas fish or hairtail (Trichiurus lepturus) Sy Ne Seals tu Sacre oth as SE Soares OAc ea RED Uy Se Age 2 
DrumsiCRogonias cromis) Sciaenarocellata)ssseeresere ee seceracee ee coe COR ee ee eee cere eres 11 
Filefish or foolfish (Alutera SC TNOG Pod) he Siete gS ra a Parson enn Po 9 
Flounders (Paralichthys dentatus, Pleuronectes maculatus, Achirus fasciatus, Limanda fer- 
PUP IMCA) 2 EN  icetaate me ae ei siaictat ie ee ets nero teymtafene tee ore ee Rn eee 369 

Gar GCLylosunus,specles) Meese: ccreyeis satneice come eels metermiele ctor ie eae male aa Nin aun ene eee 6 
Goosetish:ophitisipiscacorius) —= ce ok as oe ote areca le cen eevee eee i gn ese eye 11 
Haddock (Melanogra maiautsiete citi S)) Sees eter paratrooper nee ae Bute oa 23 
Hake (Ph ycis Chuss) 2 osteo oct eatin ences oc eps eee Rn reo Se 40 
Hickoryishad (Clapea mediocris) sector os cea ee 9 
Kang fish, Mer ticirrhtis\saxe tilis))jo econ ots see ere es tenet ieee 1 
lamprey. Ceetromy zonimarinus))-iios eerie eer eee en eae i bee ree 11 
IDgbhanh ono KOho lo nneimois lhbbeay Nb) \pasdcachassccdouscedcousevsodsssucSaccoscneducenone 8 
Mackerel (SCOmMUMOEI:SC OMT) ee oe arse aha ee pe Sa ee 631 
Piperish(Siphostomatuscum))escs.2 5s meee eee ee ee LB e be Nid Meare ee eae Le ee ee Sepeed 7 
Pollock: CRollachius' vires) a5 a se aye oes ee ceca ee wee le lest In GPR 1 
Pompano) Cirachinotus carolimus) . 2s) foes seen 2 oil eytiboe hae has A aes ee eae 8 
Rudder tish:(Seriola:zomata)e se 6. see he See neg deere cpa te eS nes 1 
Sculpins\(Cottus: species) seen aaccem. soos te eee ee eee Bie tan CBT Bd SAR Te Airs pi vas 19 
Scup (Shem OF OMIUS CHES OpS)) eave ee se eas ae oe eae ee ene 73 
Seatbass (Cemtropristisist rates) cv cs specter ee a ag eee ee ep Re 39 
Seaiherrine;(Clupea harensus) Sess. see ene eee eee Ses MOR airy ee ene ea ae ge 5 
Seahorse @Hippocampus tawdSomius) pera sese eee eee rts eee ee 4 
Sea raven (Hemitripterus/ameri cams) eryaecstne ss ny acs cele eae ergy ve ene nee eer 1 
Sea robins Cerionotus carolimuusycliie tly) sae. co ce ce cee ee eee rere ge 43 
Shad:(Clupea Sapidissimay: (ese Sees ie ee UI AGN ni Lo ae ec aera ae ey eee 1, 816 
Sharks (Carcharinus obscurus, Squalus acanthias, Sphyrna zygaena, Carcharias americanus, 

Mustelus canis, Alopias vulpes, equates SQUAT). fear ker tenes em 388 
Skates and rays (Raia erinacea, R. eglanteria R. laevis, Dasyatis centrurus, Rhinoptera 
quadrilobay ese cos see ies ais Oe a ae aaa ao bares are Ie ca ace pe en 372 

Spanish mackerell(Scomberomorus maculatus) 2.220005: 52sec eat eae ee 150 
Spot. @leistomus xanthurusy 25 soos oie Ses ag aera ye ley ee 20 
Squeteague or weakfish (Cynoscion regalis, C. maculatus) . acts te RRS Hisiacit Ae EA get teed sepa rey ae 498 
Striped: bass GRoccus limeatis) sk Py ee i ree peepee 1 
Swellfish, swelltoads (Chilomycterus geometricus, Tetrodon turgidus)......................-- 6 
Watitor CLAULORA OMNIS) co. 2c soe eg Sigs Cs Cota sie ee Re eet A aay ert aye 17 
Whiting or silver hake @Merlaciusi bilimearis) cone seen eee ea ee 30 

sl Ao) £) eer eae a ee mE Nor aS ON Meat Tt aA ae ee ee At oe 94, 795 

In addition to those enumerated, a number of large schools of ale- 
wives were captured but were released after they had been identified. 
The alewife, or herring, is useful for the same purpose for which the 
menhaden is sought, and, besides, is regarded as a food fish. It 
might be argued that these, released after capture, should have been 
counted in the returns, as the investigation had to do with the num- 
ber of fish captured, as well as retained, especially as no evidence was 
adduced to show that it was the invariable custom of the fishermen to 
release other fish than the menhaden, suitable for fish scrap and oil 
purposes, when caught in such large numbers. 
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TABLE V.—Showing disposition made of catch. 

F il Salted | Sold f mee : or oi Salte Sold for over- 
Species. and guano.| Eten. | py crew.| bait. board, 

etc. 

IMenhad eter tesas ea so ore sae oS een ae | SASTRY BEEF |kaaadeoaec | 25,000 | 199,900 2, 500 
SNORT OD ele i Ee diets at RT ath any Geta le | 71,888 | DA eee 10, 000 |- 5, 000 
PAUIIA OBES Mice asec Spay ae, cen ems ee ete rae a pe een ee 2 lctmeacoee ss Abel ee sete | secre tra (carers meee 
JRTDCELTTON EN Fo est ae a any ae a cel eI Rea Lees eee pe = ee get Fea a 
PGT OR SHE Sas eee eh care nm tere re ee 2 410 1, 292 | Ea PANS So aes eas |e Ope ae 
TBXOLa IT ane) aes he eet ses, Rese Eas Sac a een gee yee eae 2 16 (| rese ee ra Ls eae eons 
1 BY UT Fe yel TSN eee setae rs ee eee, eee or ae ar ee 306 393 SOEs texte 12 
Wartlis nee ee eee ee oe eee cee ee cee same P| be Ste es ior Le ea | ate ana | | ee 
WOO yas a eo 2 Be ae ee lapses loicioe.cllis Sate wiclersiorstee Be | eee ers ene Netra ere eee Re eae 
(COX0 ea eo ine BEEIAS Soto P a eS ean Serene Ne eaten sec Seen eer eeleeccc see Saami a cr 
@hoakerean ae oes se eee SeE nn Sane eer sae ee 44 Oi SRoSenoabe este ens 4 
ACUITITNC Tyee erent eae aoe oe cra eine Se cee ye 2 PON BERG ECR eed Rees 
Gla sihishe ch ee ee eee i aakinenee eae ae ee 23 Sense ee ectetee erste Sareea ee cicisiorere Sie 
ELT eee eet eee cee ne ei ue hea Soe 8 Sol eee tee acral seine as ol eaters Sere 
DG Rates ese bd Bae Oe RCS ee eee eg ee ea ae Op Ete ees ree eee |e eee 6 
IRI eG ee ee rep nse its Rates ae Bee Opi ees pares mete seat de ete cum el Baer panties etre mas eee 
FESS OUTTA GT OTS a cage a rh ie COS EO een ea 246 93 20) 3| eae Be ae 10 

CBN og OE Se en ECR 5 Ds os A ye are eel apn 
A OOSC RSE ee Seen oes Se ee cer teas See eet as Coe fesse Ss See (Rs is pel eae de See 3 
ER LOC Kee ee eee eS ee mane 15 Se eeeersttee eal eeeesoe wee a ai eres BAe 
[BIG eee Aes A oe ee A Seu eter aan eee | 28 117A EE ore (Gee el oe ans 
TTR Dea we poe tee ces cates ee ieee a ch Ps ee EI rc iar arses ol meee rays lee ees 
TESTES] OTS ee os 2 oe eat pei ie ee le i | oO) PS a Oe pea ie ae eee om Sasene 
Mackerel... ..... FS Sas UR, gs A Sef Se Ripa aetna Se | GST menace [Eee eee [eee as 
TPO SY os ee Be eee tes ee Ufa agers eee, el pee a5 eee [eee tee listestisites 
aoc har ee te a en Be ee ee ea eee | eee [eae cabs 
TEC IL/DE OL 9a ae eee eye RE cece” eee a | 6 | Dhl ate ai Ree ane fee ere eens 
EVIL CrpriSheer ry ae ea ee aa ate ae eee ; (les | Serre ee He eek a eke coce ae ve Pe Ac ae 
SiC UIOTOS S Ss Serer: ees ot oe eats aes ee reas are UL) | Pe Meee Pace en Cone dr a nec al da IBESeeeanae 
PXCLUT] Dyce es NG wc an Pm eee cme e 36 SI opel seal bd ae ale oS I 
SO2 URES Bs 2's cE eS At eS an es een esis = reine fase ie eee AS i Me Reraoia trig) = ele sepa cate 
SS Cel OTS Crees a ee ee aaa es en te ep er [feoee a ene ela es aay ces cage ee oe Melia ts 4 
POLS RENE) DS ees cae eS TES eS eT eee |g NeW Uo ee) ee 1 
SeaihO Die eee Mea ae eee ek pares I See ee a | Se es ee a | ee 
(SONG SoS eC OSS See Oe aE eae ae Se ee eee 266 161 De | ee ee 1675 
SHARKS Sse sane on eens ey. eee ne cee ee SOSH Seer eee | eee ena ee ee ne 13 
Salesian Gen ays cre geen e yc 4 5s Gon See at Bit | Senate eee ee [ered NS eee 4 
Spanishumackerele sere samen ee ee eee en eo ie cee ate c sk 11503 | Seen ee is eine, ees ne SS ea 
SPO ba sate see a ae en cee re Meee Si Sa QO eee eS ite ok Sea | sf Mala ethane yo ea PRs 5 2 Shore 
SUIS LOCAL Ome te eres maser eee eee na Shoe We se 31 931 23 Gale ep ere ema eters 
Sit CGD ASS secs ee ete ea oe ee ees aie a 2 eee Nie Epson SE ee poo caine oe 
WGI S In Mrrceee et scree as See ee ete ee eee Me ee | GalSce eae ee lees Sa Ree aoe 
PR AU Or eee ans sat oe Sas oes Le Soh | a cetile cee ect U7 (al eee fee bs eed eh jens eae 
AVA GRR One oe etn Pee Se 22 Sil RR spe ices aeey ee neers Sa ee es 

1 Released alive. 

TECHNOLOGY. 

FISHING. 

The time of fishing for menhaden is determined, of course, by the 
habits of the fish. Since they appear in northern waters in April 

and disappear in November, the fishing season then is delimited by 
those months. As one goes farther south, the season is lengthened; 
in the Carolinas the boats are not put out of commission until the 
latter part of December, though fishing does not begin much earlier 
there than in the northern region. In the southern region the spring 

and fall fishing furnishes most of the raw material, there being a 
dull season in midsummer when catches are rare and unimportant. 
In Florida waters the fish are present throughout the winter. 

The range covered by the fishing boats is determined by the habits 
of the fish, the situation of the factory to a slight extent, and by the 
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power and speed of the boats themselves. As the menhaden rarely 
are found north of Cape Cod, that point may be said to be the north- 
ernmost limit of the fishing grounds, though often in former years 
fish have been found farther north than that. At times big catches 
have been made in Cape Cod Bay and Boston Harbor. The Chesa- 
peake boats, perhaps, cover the wider range, as they habitually fish 

from Nantucket to Hatteras. This is determined in part by their more 
central location and in part by the Virginia fishing laws which pro- 

hibit boats owned by nonresidents of the State from fishing in the 
waters controlled by the State of Virginia. As most of the fish are 
caught within the 8 mile from shore limit, this law rather discour- 
ages the boats of the northern fisherman from coming that far south. 
Since similar laws are not enforced by the other coastal States, the 

Virginia fishermen enjoy a range not permitted to the boats from 
other States. At least, the law reserves Chesapeake Bay for the 
Virginia fisherman. 

The boats used in the fishing industry are by no means uniform 
in construction, though the modern boats built especially for fishing 
are constructed after a certain general model. (PI. I, fig. 1.) With- 

out entering into a detailed description of their lines, it may be 
said that in general they are constructed high at the bow and low 
amidships. The former adds to their seaworthiness and gives the 
additional advantage that from the pilot house situated thereon a 
wider range of vision is afforded. The latter adds to the facility with 
which the fish may be transferred from the seines to the hold of the 
boat. The pilot house and quarters are situated in the bow of the 
boat, while the engine room, boilers, and bunkers are placed toward 
the stern, the middle portion of the boat being constructed as the 
receptacle for the fish. This part is provided with large hatches to 
facilitate loading and unloading. The arrangement is somewhat the 
came in the small auxiliary schooners, the galley and quarters being 
situated forward and the engine room aft, the hold for receiving the 
fish occupying again the middle of the vessel. The larger steamers 
have a capacity of 750,000 fish and carry a complement of 50 men. 
(Pl. I, fig. 2.) The auxiliary sailboats have a capacity of about 
250,000 fish. 

Each boat carries two purse boats. ‘These are towed, being tied 
together and fastened in closely, so that their bows touch the stern 
of the fishing steamer or schooner. The purse boats, so named 
because they are used in spreading and otherwise manipulating the 
purse seines, were formerly of the whaleboat type, somewhat modi- 
fied. They are constructed to possess the qualities of steadiness in 
the water, as considerable active moving about within them is occa- 
sioned by manipulating the seines, and of being easily towed and 
rowed. Formerly, they were of a lap-streak construction, but now 

| 
| 
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one finds a smooth-bottom boat, with battened seams, in general use. 
The more flaring sides of the whaleboat have given way to a 
straighter and more nearly perpendicular shape. The boat might 
be described as long, deep, and narrow. These changes are said to 
give greater speed and greater durability on account of the closer 

seams; and the smooth sides and bottom prevent the entanglement 
of the twine of the seines. They are 30 to 35 feet in length and are 
provided with a platform, running their length, with elevations 
fore and aft. 

The purse seine is in general use among the menhaden fishermen. 
Its adoption marked an important stage in the development of the 
industry due to its great superiority over the older forms. The 
seine is about 1,500 feet long by 180 feet wide. When extended in 
the water it 1s supported by a row of corks fastened along its top. 
The distinctive feature of this form of seine is the arrangement 
provided for drawing it together, pursewise, at its bottom. At 
frequent intervals along its lower edge are suspended metal rings, 
about 3 inches in diameter (which also serve as weights to keep the 

seine fully stretched), through which passes a rope. The ends of 
this purse line are held in the purse boats. When the fish have been 
surrounded and the two ends of the seine brought together by haul- 

ing on the purse lines the bottom of the seine is drawn together. 
This prevents the fish from escaping by diving beneath the bottom 
of the net. As the seine is carried partly in one boat and partly in 
the other, to spread it it is necessary only to row the two boats in 

opposite directions, paying out the seines as the boats separate. 
(Pl. II, fig. 1.) In fishing this is done in such a way as to inter- 
cept and surround a school of fish. When the two boats have met 

on the side of the school opposite to that from which they started 
the purse line is hauled in to draw the seine together at the bottom, 
and the fish are secured. The seine is then hauled in to force the 
fish into a smaller compass. Following that the steamer is brought 
alongside and the fish are dipped from the seine by means of a large 
dip net, operated by an arrangement of block and tackle, and emptied 
into the hold. (PI. IT, fig. 2.) 

UNLOADING. 

Unloading at the docks was formerly effected by means of tubs 
filled by hand and hoisted to the docks by means of block and tackle. 
This has been supplanted at practically every factory by one or two 
elevators. These are bucket elevators and are an adaptation to the 
handling of fish of the apparatus employed in unloading wheat. 
The elevator is fed partly automatically through the fish sliding 
toward it of their own weight and partly through the aid of three 
or four members of the crew armed with shovels. 
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The elevator deposits the fish in an automatic measuring device, 
which is of different form at different factories. It may have the 
form of two bins provided with a device for diverting the stream 
of fish into the other when the one has attained a certain weight, the 
bottom of the loaded bin being opened at the same time. <A form is 
frequently found which has the shape of a cylinder divided into 
segments and mounted so as to revolve horizontally on an axis. 
When one segment of the cylinder has received a definite weight of 
fish the cylinder is revolved through an angle, a new section is 
brought into position to be filled, and the one filled is emptied. 

Measuring the catch is an important operation, as upon it is based 
the bonus to be paid the fishermen. In the North the captain of the 
steamer and perhaps his first officer are paid on the bonus basis, 
while in certain parts of the South the entire crew are so compen- 
sated. While fish are rated in thousands, less frequently in barrels. 
actually they are not counted at all but are measured in bulk. The 
space occupied by a single menhaden arbitrarily is taken as 22 cubic 
inches; however, since they vary so widely in size the volume of an 
individual may be far from that. A thousand, accordingly, are con- 
sidered to occupy 22,000 cubic inches. This bulk of fish, whether 
occupied by 500 or 2,000, is rated as a thousand, weighs 666 pounds, 
and is equal to 34 barrels. 

From the measuring apparatus the fish are deposited in storage 

bins from which they are carried as needed to the cookers. The trans- 

fer may be made by cars or by automatic conveyors, depending on 
the equipment of the plant. 

The operations so far mentioned are typical and are in vogue, with 

3 slight modifications, in practically every plant on the Atlantic coast. 

The subsequent treatment of the fish, however, varies widely with 
respect to apparatus, though it follows in general one of two methods 
which may be styled the old or discontinuous method and the new or 
continuous process. Due to the gradual displacement of the old appa- 
ratus by the new. all combinations of the two processes are found. 

COOKING (OLD METHOD). 

The old method of cooking in open vats is still in vogue in such a 
number of factories as to justify its description here. The vats em- 
ployed are usually situated on the second floor of the factory so that 
the oil and water subsequently to be pressed from the cooked fish can 

follow its prescribed course through the plant without the assistance 
of pumps. They are constructed of wood or cement, with a false 
bottom, beneath which are placed steam pipes. The individual vats 
may have a capacity of about 20.000 fish, and the entire set of vats, 
300,000 fish. They are arranged generally in two adjacent longitudi- 
nal rows. Above them runs the track conveying the tramcars or the 
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Fic. 1.—FISHING STEAMER. 

Fic. 2.—CARGO AND CREW OF FISHING STEAMER. 
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Fic. 1.—ILLUSTRATING THE OPERATION OF A PURSE SEINE. 

Fic. 2.—BAILING THE FISH FROM THE SEINE INTO THE STEAMER. 
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automatic conveyor which supplhes the fish to Le cooked, while along 
either side of the double row are placed other tracks running to the 
presses. 

Fish are dumped into the vats in quantities depending on the 

capacity of the vats, usually 50 to 100 barrels, some water is added, 
and the steam is turned on. They are cooked about 20 minutes, or a 
sufficient length of time to cause them to break up easily, but not long 
enough to disintegrate them entirely. The object of the cooking is 
to break the oil cells or to bring about that condition which admits of 
a more ready expressing of the oil. If the cooking is too prolonged 
this is accomplished also, but the flesh is so thoroughly disintegrated 
that it becomes a mush from which it is difficult to separate the oil. 
The oil, water, and fine particles of flesh would squeeze out of the 
presses together. 

PRESSING (OLD METHOD). 

The cooked fish are thrown from the vats into the curbs of the 
presses by means of a modified shovel which retains the solid matter 

and permits the water to run back into the vats. The curbs are 
mounted on trucks and are brought alongside the vats by means of 
the track, spoken of above, which parallels the rows of vats. The 
curbs are generally tubs, whose cross section is a circle, constructed 
of metal slats with an outward slant. The spaces between the slats 
are of a suitable width to permit the water and oil to escape when the. 
pressure is applied, but to retain the solid matter. The spaces are of 
the same width from top to bottom, since the outward slant of the 
slats is compensated for by the increased width of the slats. The 
bottom is hinged, and, while securely fastened, its lock is readily 

manipulated and the bottom easily released. An iron shield is gen- 
erally placed around the curb to protect the workmen from the jets 
of water and oil which escape from the curb when pressure is applied. 

The curb, when it has received its charge of fish, is rolled back 
beneath the press and the power is applied. In certain of the smaller 
factories in the Beaufort region screw presses, manipulated by hand, 
are still in use. Most of the other plants using the older, discon- 
tinuous method of expressing the fish, however, are equipped with 
hydraulic presses. 

The escaping water and oil is caught by the properly slanting 

floor as is also that escaping from the curb during charging and 
conveyed to the oil room for settling and further treatment. When 
the maximum pressure has been apphed and no more liquid is being 
forced out the pressure is released, and the curb is rolled over an 
opening in the floor for emptying. The bottom is then released and 

swings downward, and the mass of fish scrap falls in a solid cake to 

the floor below. The slanting sides of the curb are designed to 
5781°—13—_4 
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facilitate the discharge of this cake; the curb being iarger at the 
bottom than at the top, the cake falls out readily. At this stage, the 
scrap contains about 50 per cent water, by weight, and about 6 or 
9 per cent of oil. In its warm and moist condition it makes an ideal 
breeding place for various flies and for the growth of decay-produc- 
ing bacteria. Unless it is to be immediately dried, it is treated with 
crude sulphuric acid (“about a dipper full (8 quarts) to a cart- 
load ”) in small but sufficient amount to discourage the development 
of insect and other life therein. The acid, besides acting as a pre- 
servative, brings about a disintegration of the flesh and bones of 
the scrap. It is claimed to “dissolve” the bone and to “fix the 
ammonia.” It does render a larger proportion of the phosphoric acid 
of the bones “available” and may possibly convert some of the 

nitrogen of the complex organic bodies in the flesh into ammonia, 
to form ammonium sulphate. What is meant by this fixation prob- 
ably is that the decay of the fish, leading to the loss of nitrogen or 
possibly to the actual liberation of ammonia, is prevented. This 
so-called “ acidulated ” or crude scrap may be sold as such, or, as 
opportunity presents, finally may be dried. 

DRYING (OLD METHOD). 

The old platform dryer has been supplanted in almost every 
factory on the Atlantic coast by the modern and more rapid hot-air 

dryer. As must be inferred from the name, the platform method 
consists merely in spreading the scrap on a platform, where it is ex- 
posed to the air and sun. The platform in some cases is built of 

boards raised a few inches from the ground and in some eases is 

made of concrete. The scrap is frequently stirred either by hand 
rakes or hoes or by scrapers drawn by horses. At night, or when 

rain is threatened, the scrap is raked into heaps and covered with 

canvas. Under favorable conditions, three days drying is required. 
The product obtained by this method of treatment is a much lighter 
brown in color than that dried by hot air. Its odor is also less 
marked. It is said that considerable ammonia is lost by thus expos- 
ing the scrap so thoroughly and for such a long time to the air. 
Whether fish scrap loses nitrogen on exposure to air when in a 
nearly dry condition and when no recognizable decay is taking place 
is a mooted question. Experiments bearing on this point are under 
contemplation in this laboratory. 

COOKING (NEW METHOD). 

The new method of cooking fish has largely supplemented the old 
because of its speed and efficiency and the saving in labor which it 
effects. The apparatus employed is essentially a long, narrow, iron 
cylinder (Pl. III), of varying length, but frequently about 40 feet, 
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and about 2 feet in diameter, through which the fish are passed by 
means of a screw conveyor, being subjected the while to the cooking 

action of steam. These usually are constructed for a capacity of 
100,000 fish per hour and may be purchased at a cost of about $1,200. 

There are several forms of this apparatus, differing from each 

other principally in the manner in which the steam is admitted to 
the cylinder. Thus, it may be admitted through perforations in the 
hollow shaft of the screw conveyer; the blades of the conveyer may 

be displaced by sections of iron pipe, arranged screwwise around the 

axis, through perforations in which the steam may enter the cham- 
ber; or it may be admitted through numerous pipes projecting 
through the casing along its bottom. The second and third methods 
mentioned are regarded by the operators as more efficient, as they 
admit the steam within the mass of fish, instead of above it, and thus 
effect more thorough and uniform cooking. 

The fish are conveyed automatically from the storage bins and 
are dumped continuously into the hopperlike mouth of the cooker. 

This, in certain forms, is provided with a special device for regulat- 

ing and jassisting the feeding. The cooked fish, together with the 
water and oil cooked from them and the water resulting from the 
condensed steam, are passed from the end of the cooker into the 
buckets of a conveyer and are transported to the presses. 

PRESSING (NEW METHOD). 

The modern power press employed in the fish-scrap industry has 

the shape of a truncated cone placed in a horizontal position. It is 
essentially a curb constructed of iron, with slatted sides. Through 
its center passes a horizontal shaft on which is built up a screw, 

tapered to fit closely inside the cone-shaped curb. The rotation 

of the screw carries the fish forward into the smaller end of the 
curb, and as the material can not rotate with the screw or slip on the. 

curb it is subjected to pressure. By adjusting the size of the open- 

ing in the smaller end, through which the expressed material is 
ejected, the pressure on the mass may be increased or decreased. The 
pressure is gradual, increasing from the larger end toward the 
smaller. The water and oil are squeezed out between the slats and are 
caught by the metal shield surrounding the press and are conducted 
thence into pipes leading to the oil reom. 

The mouth of the press is hopper shaped. The fish are fed into 
this by a mechanical conveyer. In some forms of the press a chopper 
is placed in the mouth to reduce the size of the pieces of fish enter- 

ing. From the smaller end of the press the fish scrap usually is 
allowed to fall into the buckets of a conveyer. 

One hundred pounds of the mass coming from the cookers contains 
22 pounds cf fish and 78 pounds of water. In the press 56 pounds is 
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removed. This leaves a mass of 44 pounds, 22 pounds of which is 
fish and 22 pounds (50 per cent) water. 

The 18-foot power press is obtainable at a cost of $5,000, set up 
complete. (Pl. IV.) This has a capacity of 80,000 to 100,000 fish 

per hour. A smaller press, 12 feet in length and with a capacity of 
40,000 fish per hour, may be purchased, complete and set up, for 

$3500. : 
The advantages of this system of ridding the fish of their water 

and oil are obvious. Its speed and the fact that it is continuous and 
automatic, requiring no labor, have enabled it to displace the discon- 

tinuous hydraulic press in a number of old factories and have 

brought about its adoption in practically all of those recently 

constructed. ; 
DRYING (NEW METHOD). 

The hot-air drier is now in use in all but four of the fish-scrap 

factories on the Atlantic coast. In at least two of the factories it 
has not been adopted because of the hostility of the residents of 
the neighborhood occasioned by the odor arising from the factories, 
increased during the actual operation of the drier, and exhibited 
by frequent suits at law. 

The modern drier (PI. V.) is an insulated iron cylinder, about 6 

feet in diameter and 30 or 40 feet-in length. It is provided on the 

inside with a series of iron flanges or shelves, about 8 inches wide 

and running the length of the cylinder. These are designed to lift 
the scrap and spill it again through the stream of hot air. The 

cylinder is mounted slightly out of the horizontal and is supported 
by a device consisting of two jointless steel tires or rings encircling 
the cylinder toward each end and resting on steel rollers or wheels. 
These rollers are rotated by suitable gearing, driven by an electric 
motor, and they in turn rotate the cylinder. Its higher end, which 

is the front end, enters a brick chamber, the bottom part of which 
constitutes a fire box. Suitable openings are provided for stoking, 
etc., and an electric fan is also provided to produce a forced draft. 
The wet fish scrap is charged at this end, being allowed to drop 

directly into the swift stream of hot gases entering the cylinder from 
the furnace. The forced draft serves also to blow the scrap through 

the kiln as it is repeatedly lifted and dropped in the rotation of 
the kiln. The finer particles, which are more quickly dried, are 
blown more rapidly out of the zone of fiercer heat. The move- 
ment of the scrap through the kiln is induced, then, both by the 

draft and by the slope of the cylinder. The lower end likewise ~ 

enters a brick chamber, practically cubical in shape, designed to fill 
the threefold purpose of catching the scrap as it falls from the cylin- 
der, of acting as a sort ef dust settling chamber, and of serving as a 
rather inefficient chimney. From this chamber the scrap is conveyed, 
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again by bucket conveyer, to the warehouse where it is stored, 
ground, and bagged. The transit through the drier consumes from 
3 to 20 minutes, depending on the force of the blower, the rate of 
rotation of the kiln, and the degree of fineness of the lumps of scrap 

on entering the kiln. The moisture content is reduced to about 7 
per cent. As some of the kilns are being operated, about 5 tons 
of coal per day is consumed. According to the various estimates 
of the operators, a million fish produce 75 to 85 tons of dry scrap; 
12,000 to 15,000 fish are required to make 1 ton of scrap. The drier, 

complete and set up, may be purchased for $3,000, inclusive of blower, 
bricks, ete. 

The hot-air drier for fish scrap is a useful piece of apparatus, 
and its introduction marks an epoch in the fish-scrap industry. It 
has rendered it almost altogether unnecessary to acidulate scrap, since 
the drier practically always is able to handle the output of the cookers 
and presses. In the plant equipped with a full set of the improved 
machinery the fish are not moved by manual labor from the time 
they are fed to the elevator in unloading until the dry scrap is being 
bagged. The whole operation requires less than an hour. 

Theoretically, the hot-air drier is inefficient. Theory requires that 
in drying the drying agent shall be passed over the material being 
dried in a direction opposite to that in which that material is moving. 
Thus, in drying by a stream of hot air, the hottest and driest air is 
brought into contact with the driest material, and as it becomes more 
heavily charged with water vapor, passes progressively over wetter 

and wetter material. In this way the maximum moisture absorbing 

power of the air is made of use. In the drier in use in the fish-scrap 
industry, the opposite arrangement obtains, the hottest and driest 
air is brought into contact with the wettest and coldest fish, and the 
wettest and coldest air into contact with the driest and warmest 
fish. The objection raised to the former procedure is that the dried 
scrap is inflammable and a careful regulation of the temperature 
would be required to prevent the scrap from catching fire. There 

is little danger of this with the present scheme. However, it would 
be a simple enough matter to lower the temperature of the drying 
gases far below the ignition temperature of the dried scrap by intro- 
ducing a sufficiently large volume of cold air into the gases from the 
furnace; or the fire could be largely reduced in size. Certainly the 
same amount of drying could be effected with a smaller consumption 
of coal, or with the same consumption of coal more efficient drying 
and, possibly, more rapid drying could be made possible by the use 
of a larger volume of air, and the process could be made as auto- 
matic as the present process. 
A more serious objection to the present practice in drying scrap 

is the undoubted destruction of a part of the scrap in the drying. 
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As was stated, the wet scrap is dropped directly into the white-hot 

eases from the furnace. The scrap as it enters is in the form of 
lumps varying in size from the smallest particles to masses several 
inches in diameter. With a heat intense enough to dry the larger 
lumps in a maximum of 20 minutes, it is evident that the finest par- 
ticles must be utterly consumed. The greater speed with which they 

travel must save much of that in the form of the less fine particles. 
This is an a priori conclusion, but is practically indisputable. 
Whether the loss is serious or not can not be said until more experi- 
mental evidence is adduced. 

When there is much combustion of the fish the fact is further 
attested by the odor of the smoke which emerges from the “stack” 
of the drier. This is then a heavy smoke, largely mixed with steam 

and distillation products and smelling most. offensively of scorched 
flesh. It carries also numerous fine particles of scrap, which in the 
course of a year’s run must represent a considerable loss. 

In certain neighborhoods where the majority of the residents are 
not in sympathy with the industry the hot-air driers are not used 
at all, or if used, are operated only at night or when the wind is 

offshore. <A tall stack, while an expensive adjunct to a plant, to a 

considerable extent would alleviate this objection to the use of the 

drier. 
GRINDING AND BAGGING. 

After drying it remains only to bag and ship the fish scrap. Some 
scrap is shipped in bulk, being transferred by conveyer directly to 

the hold of the transporting vessel. Much is bagged without further 

treatment; some is ground to a meal before bagging. For the ground 
scrap a slightly higher price is obtained, representing little more than 
the cost of grinding. In certain mills the scrap is mixed (“ manipu- 

lated ”) with phosphate and potash carriers to produce a so-called 

complete fertilizer, and is thus marketed under brand names. Other 

companies are planning an extension of their present operations in 
that direction. In certain other instances the scrap is shipped to 

manipulating plants owned and operated by the fish-scrap company. 
In all other cases, with the exception of the small amounts used 

locally and as chicken feed, the scrap is shipped directly to the 
inixers of finished fertilizers. 

THE FACTORY. 

In locating a factory for the manufacture of fish scrap an attempt 
is made to obtain a combination of deep water, protected harbor, 
and nearness to fishing grounds. (PI. VI.) An effort is made fur- 
ther to find a location that is sufficiently isolated to obviate the 

danger of litigation on the grounds of being a nuisance because of 

ee 
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odors at times created at the plant. Since fish almost invariably 
are unloaded from vessels of considerable tonnage and draft, prox- 
imity to a water course of sufficient depth is essential to permit the 
fishing boats to approach their docks. In the case of most of the 
plants, docks of only moderate length have been required. In one 
instance the entire factory has been built over the water. 

The elevators and other hoisting and unloading devices are situated 
on the ends of the docks. The storage bins likewise may be built 
on the docks, though more generally they are to be found closer to 

the factory. If the former, they are so situated with respect to the 
elevator that they are supplied directly from the measuring appa- 
ratus forming a part of the elevator; if the latter, they are fed by 

cable cars or automatic conveyers. The bins are situated at such an 

elevation that the fish after leaving them again do not have to be 
raised to any considerable height. In accordance with this arrange- 
ment, the cookers and presses are placed on the second floor of the 
factory, the cooker at a greater elevation than the press, and the 
drier on the ground floor. 

The equipment of the average factory consists of one dock, eleva- 
tor, bin, cooker, press, and drier, with a capacity for the factory of 
about 100,000 fish per hour. The largest factory on the coast has 
two cookers, each of 500 barrels per hour capacity, and six presses. 

The usual rate of operation of this plant is 600 to 900 barrels fish 

per hour. It has produced oil at the rate of 75 barrels per hour. 
Besides the equipment mentioned there is required also a steam and 

power plant to supply steam for the cookers and oil boilers and to 

furnish power for driving the machinery. For the average plant, 
of one working unit, a boiler capacity of about 300 horsepower is 

adequate. Certain plants generate their own electric power, and at 
least one has installed separate electric motors for driving the various 
pieces of apparatus with moving parts. 

Capacious storehouses are provided to hold the dried scrap. These 
usually are built as a separate part of the plant to reduce fire risks, 

and often are capable of holding the season’s output. Bagging is 
usually done by hand at times when the rest of the plant is lying idle, 
and is carried on in this building. The output of a plant is deter- 
mined, not by its capacity but largely by the number and success of 
the boats fishing for that plant. The average number of steamers 
operated by a factory is 83. One company operates 27 steamers, 11 of 
which carry their catches to one factory, while certain manufacturers 
depend for their supply entirely on the fish sold to them by fishermen 
working independently. The price of raw fish varies from season to 
season; during the summer of 1911 $2.25 was paid for 1,000, while 
during 1912 raw fish brought $1.50 to $2 per 1,000. Since so much 
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depends on the fortunes of the fishermen, the supply of fish is un- 
certain and irregular. No plant runs constantly at capacity. Some 
may stand idle for months in the midst of the fishing season. The 
fish are worked up as received. This is especially nécessary in warm 

weather, when the fish often bruised and softened by the crushing 
produced from their own weight, are sure to spoil rapidly. Accord- 
ingly, the factories are operated intermittently. A much higher 
daily capacity is maintained therefore than would be necessary in 
handling a raw material of a more permanent character, or one sup- 
plied with greater regularity. 

THE FLOATING FACTORY. 

The perfection of the automatic apparatus for handling fish scrap 
with dispatch has been followed by another attempt to manufacture 
scrap in a vessel capable of following the menhaden during the 
season. In July, 1911, the A/clls was put into commission. This 

steamer is a converted steel dredge of 5,000 tons, which has been 
equipped with two elevators, one on each side, with a capacity of 
1,500 barrels of fish per hour. These deposit the fish into receiving 

bins of 5,000 barrels capacity. A continuous and automatic cooker is 

provided and a rotary press. Storage room, with adequate fire pro- 

tection, is reserved for the dried and bagged scrap, and likewise 

storage tanks capable of holding as much as 3,000 barrels of oil. A 
wireless outfit is likewise provided.t 

COMPOSITION OF FISH AND FISH SCRAP. 

OLD ANALYSES. 

Since fish scrap is sold on the basis of its nitrogen content, a great 

many analyses of it have been made, both by the manufacturer of the 
finished goods and the inspectors of fertilizers. Many of these have 
found their way into the hterature. In addition a number of analy- 

ses of the entire fresh fish are to be found in the literature. Certain 
of these are quoted below. 

In the following table is given the analysis of fresh menhaden by 
Cook :? 

TABLE VI.—Analysis of fish. 

FRESH. 

Constituent. P Proportion. 

Per cent. 
AVA UCI Se ae arate ene PSS S Soe Saas pe cbo Soo GeO ToS bose pho Soa oon DosoobepaduSsboasho see 77. 150 
0 eee eee en en eae neem ac ese Ac p Se AOR oaado oS DOME oe eGuaeE oto Sas 3.914 
1D) ge i 1 (216 ee eC ne eee RIES Ge NAD a Cau 2 fo St ns in REA OU GeO eau ko oe 18. 936 

1Dismantled at close of season of 1912, 
2Geol. of N. J., 1868, p. 497. 
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TABLE VI.—Andlysis of fish—Continued. 

DRIED. 

Constituent. |Proportion. 

Per cent. 
ATES 3 SR eB er SE Ae Cire ene aE ce Ria ee yee cay ee a ear tne = et eee 8. 67 
IPRS POC BOG! Gee eae aa Sawa e ORS BOSCO COE SSE E ARE Stee ee eet sel ae ita i ae 7.78 
SUNG OG a Oe aa SE RES Pra NEO. ae eo ie PR EE a oR eae hy fee tei cee | 1,33 
FEZ OG RS ie eee ee ma are ee ee ee ee ope CM San oes SA Pe ee ae eeu meus | 1.54 
SO ater claeta te esi ro ata ape oie nie ia nie ee ate Sie risen e Gane SNAG Umea Sea a Reet sence cas Seweisee 1. 02 
IMIDOTICSIAN wraps enie, ene eee ee So SS ame NER were VA eee ee coral uc cs wmaee ce Be SS | . 67 
C@RTORIN Coe ape oe eee eta ean Me ern Se GEM Saat eae ease sace acme eee Ge awemines 69 
OTEAT ICAL ANG OSS Hee mela eraep ae ee oe Brae ORS Sere Sa ee ae eee oe ee eon ease eens 78. 30 

Browne? reports the results of an examination of the composition 
of sprats, “‘a well-known fish.” A specimen was bruised in a mortar 
and dried at 212° F. One hundred parts of this contained: Water, 
63.65; oil, 18.60; solids, 17.75. Of the solids, nitrogen constituted 
11.53 per cent, equivalent to 1.94 per cent of the original sample, and 

ash, 2.21 per cent. The composition of the ash. is given in the fol- 
lowing table: 

_ TABLE VII.—Composition of the ash of two samples of sprats, taken in 1847 
and 1848. 

Constituent. 1847 1848 | Constituent. 1847 1848 

Per cent.| Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
SiOQgeecce Soe ee nee Trace. 0.30 | IP OAS Aesaat cas oe eee eee ee 17. 23 21.89 
Phosphoric avide: | 4.52=..- S58 43.52 AQEAGH I Soda mae eae ee ne | 1g Al (eae a See 
Sulphuric acid...-......-..--- Trace. 1.40 |} Chloride of potassium........./.....-..-- 2.31 
NALINI Stee ea Spee Pe 23.57 2ia2o |e enloride ofSodiume a esaceces- 11.19 2.31 
Ma onesniiny <5) eee aes 3.01 3.42 —_—— — 
PeroxidemiMnron.. =... 22222 .28 .65 NO tales ee eece eee 100. 00 100. 00 

Of interest in this connection are the results of analysis of the flesh 
and bones of the whale given in Tables VIII and IX. The analysis 
is by Stockhardt.? 

TaBLE VIII.—Analysis of flesh of the whale. 

Perfectly | Without 
dry (in- | fat and Constituent. Raw. | cluding | entirely 

fat). - dry. 

‘Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
VP EY FEISS Soe acca a Spee ge ee AAS 5 On eee or ee Pas meets 
TPR EIS Sic ee re ere eee 22.81 AQR (Oat eas ae 
TPL a co a Aa EAS ee men ae Ae a ya ER ee a ee 32.10 57.44 96. 80 
MTCEAN CONSE EM CEECSEC ASI’) pesayetgets et renee Sacre wi ee Le 2 1.04 1.86 3.20 
IN THR RSS SS SELES SCE BERETS SE Ce a cee eae lea Gre eee ene Sr 4.86 8.68 14. 60 

TABLE IX.—Analysis of steamed bones of the whale. 

Constituent. Proportion. 

Per cent. 
VV OEE «oc ac CaS bak BRC Ee eee ee a ee Ee ey een ge eee a pre NU a Ae ea 3. 
URINE PGT IS: DIESS (GEO) ge eeebiee soase Ske bast as CASE ES One BOE EE BOS ao Soe eee ee orn crs ae 3 34. 60 
TPE on Se oO OBES ee a ye ee a ee ee eee 1.34 
PESO FICRPIETOS PD EPR ECHO BO) EER eo rarer rete Se ee a ar rece i in ot 2 a Sala sibin'e eisieicie,é 451.66 
OP EOT AE THAT eA ee EA AES Ee er a ei Se ee 8. 56 

1 American Muck Book, 1856, p. 273 et seq. 3 3.5 per cent nitrogen. 

2Chem. Ackersmann, 16, 52 (1870). 4 23.66 per cent phosphoric acid. 
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The following table contains a number of analyses of fish fertilizers, 
reported by Atwater :+* 

TABLE X.—Andalysis of commercial fish scrap, quoted from Atwater. 

: Phos Ammonia 

Kind of fertilizer. Moisture.| Organic | ash. | phorie | Nitrogen.| C2UV@ | og, 
acid. nitrogen. 

DRY GROUND FISH. 
Per cent.| Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

Ground fish, G. W. Miles......- 18. 74 61.82 19. 44 7.65 8. 06 9.78 6.71 
Fish guano, G. W. Miles........ 21.96 50. 99 27.05 8. 66 6.07 (362 ssSe eee 
Charles Island guano, G. W. 
IMM OSH ees rene: maar cin acer: 8.63 71.79 19.41 7.74 8.84 1O0873!||R ane 

Albymesifentilizer 22-2 ce tenes] re ete a cee eee 16. 37 6.17 8. 80 10. 68 6.35 
ID Ost sae. seen, Sa ns eee 6. 34 71.31 22.35 7.90 7.88 9.56 Toes: 

Dry ground fish, Quinnipac 
Renhlizer Copearnesas sae eee WAS G45 Se aac 22.23 6. 67 7.50 9.11 7.68 

iE) 0 sae notase Bet een ese 10.85 68. 40 20. 75 ek 7.38 Sue Vey beeen 
Bo URE rae Siok eae ee Deen 13.45 63.97 22.58 foo 7.96 9.66 6. 63 

See net pet at 8 eee Nee 8522s eacoe eee 20. 41 te 1" 8. 25 10. 00 8.94 
Gini fish, Quinnipac 

Fertilizer Co. (dried fish scrap) 36. 53 39.89 23.58 17.09 4.11 AOO UT ore ear 
sD ny atish.s Greens btOS- ss. = 4 11. 04 64.01 24.95 10.51 8. 60 10. 44 3. 93 
SED) rie GshiShhe aera oe ee Oo Sit aoe cee 19.92 7.10 8.18 9.86.2 aeeener 
OS Dearie ape ee Se Cae TOO S seee cece ee 20.17 CalZ 7.46 9.05 8.29 
«¢ Fish Scr ae Weare cia sae Mee oe Te eco ek Bae eles oe eee eae 7.10 SI612)|Sa52 eee 
SOD ayetiShiy? eas Baa ee ees wea BG acters occa eee seenes slbnaucoesae 7.79 oy oe eee eee 
<ODEY: ee 2 (half Gry, TiShisCrap) sh sGa5 tee ee cee o | Sees eae ee eee 7.65 QU 28) |eaeeeascetes 
Fish scrap, “halfdry”.......... 40.95 43.06 15.99 6. 23 5. 33 GRATE sre eine 
Fish serap, “half dry” (crude 

INSTI GOMER) oo Soscaceaososesc 25.10 56.17 18.73 7.49 5.49 6. 66 11.99 
SCMSHISCEA. Dice aoc e ene 5O88 Weer oc eee oa lhe ee ere 3. 63 ASA [eos Se 

1 Per cent soluble in water, 1.76; per cent soluble in ammonium citrate, 2.47. 

Additional analyses of fish fertilizers, reported by Johnson,? are 
quoted in the subjoined table: 

TABLE XI.—Andlysis of commercial fish scrap, quoted from Johnson. 

Nitrogen 
Kind of fertilizer. Moisture.) Nitrogen.| in water- Oil. 

free fish. 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
Dry.ground fTiShiscrap = sae seese ce nee oe eee eee ee eee 10: 75 8.52 9.542 = a ears 

TDO2 tec. 2 See SR See ee eo eee S21" asses Sse Fee 
Dry ground fish serap: 

Old, IS7GSE Se oe eae oe se se ee te he Renee oe 16.59 7.35 S585 ee aes 
ING WSS ZT eae es trate ere ic rer ee 23.95 7.30 9559) Seater 

Dryseroundchishis crap sass. oe wa eee ee nee eee eee eee ee eae peoe 9226s 5352 eee eee 
(oe aoc aE ee Re eg Ar ae Diets OP Bra ta Aon ees AMA a iaee voce SE A Aa Poem ecdsse | ee ro Shige a 

HD) OFS iors ble See cae 2 SOG Lee oe Se eee era 19.57 7.98 9.925 eee eee 
1D) SSeS eee SoC ara on Sea tac soca un ae one aooesEaoe Mane 9.03 8. 04 SESSE eee 
IB) OE eeeiies eae ote Se eas eae re oy Spent eon cotentenrs act oven 11.38 8.51 97 60n\2-5e hee 
ID) O82 23 er ceiba wan Sete SOR oa Seen ete OA eS eal Seer eee 10.74 8.43 OR4aA eee 
ME) Opera a apie eee ie ac tay Ee rela ee ee tS 9.76 7.77 8.61 8.94 
ID) Oe SCRE So shade Oat  igtaiSee se caren eee eee nee Ree ner 11.19 8.78 9.88 7.30 

INVICTUS CLS: 2 Scpsis cieyoee ice aces Seen Rees Cee eS eee eere 13. 66 8.24 9. 36 8.12 

Fish by IAG aIMSON2S PROCESS = ac epee as eee eee eee eee 4.91 10.7 11.32 2.07 
oR oo Bec be ccc een d be eee a Soe nee Sees Somes eRe eee 3. 67 10. 74 LHI San eee 

Fish iy Goodale’s' process. 3 9s5 32 ee eee eee 11.45 10. 24 11.56 4.64 

NEW ANALYSES. 

A small number of samples of fish scrap were taken for the most 
part in person by the writer during the fall of 1912. No attempt 
was made to obtain a complete series from all the plants visited. 

1 Atwater, W. O., Cenn. Agr. Expt. Sta. -Rept., 1876, p. 63. 
2Conn., Agr. Expt. Sta. Rept., 1877, 41 
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Those obtained may be regarded as typical. The samples were 
gotten from open heaps of scrap in the storage house, or from bags 
by means of samplers, or by opening the bags. They were shipped 
in canvas sample sacks. Before analysis, the entire sample was 

ground to a powder that would pass a sieve of 16 apertures per 
linear inch. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS. 

Samples of 2 grams were dried to constant weight in an electric 
oven at a temperature of about 100° C. The loss in weight was 
recorded as moisture. In this connection it should be said that it 
is believed that possibly some oil also was lost in this operation. Ouil 
was determined by extracting with ether a 2-gram sample, previously 

dried to constant weight. Following the extraction, the sample 
again was dried to constant weight and the loss was taken as oils. 
For the extraction a Soxhlet apparatus was employed. In the de- 

termination of nitrogen the official, modified Gunning method was 
applied, and in that of phosphoric acid the official gravimetric 

method was used. The analyses were made by E. G. Parker and 
J. R. Lindemuth, whose results are recorded in the subjoined 

table. The eleventh analysis is reported in this table merely for 
convenience. It is the analysis of pulverized crab shells used as a 

filler for mixed fertilizers. The particular adaptability of this ma- 

terial for that purpose is brought out by the analysis. 

TABLE XII.—Analysis of fish scrap, by EH. G. Parker and J. R. Lindemuth. 

No Phos- 

of Location. Description. Nitrogen. OG Moisture.| Oils. 
sample. (P.0s) 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
1 | Kilmarnock, Va.......| From Eubanks Tankard Co. 8.93 6.17 6.48 5.91 

Dry scrap (from 6 sacks). 
SON ES BREA UG a eee From Taft Fish Co. Dry 8. 96 7508) 6.18 6.81 

scrap (sample of 525 tons). 

30 Slnvangtons Vacs o. + oe From Carter’s Creek Fish 7.70 5. 22 11.68 6. 62 
Guano Co. Dry scrap, 
dried in hot air and steam 
driers (from onesack). Fall 
product. 

4 | Cape Charles, Va...--. From Atlantic Fish & Oil Co. 9.29 6.12 7.86 5.38 
Dry scrap, ground (from 3 
sacks). 

Ly Beane OMe s Sanchotoeseaae From Dennis Fish & Oil Co. 8.80 SEA Tiley 0.55 
Dust from grinders. 

6-1) Beaufort, Ne C222... - From Beaufort Fish-scrap & 8.82 5.95 6.13 8.57 
Oil Co. Dry scrap, hy- 
draulice presses. Sample 
from heap. 

7 | Morehead City, N.C...| R. W. Taylor. Dry scrap 8.49 5.95 9.12 8.23 
from open heap. 

| ee Oe a ne tes From Chas.S.Wallace. Scrap, 7.76 9.65 8.15 7.56 
dry, from hydraulic presses. 

9 |] Lenoxville, N. C...... From C. P. Dey. Ground 7.81 5. 85 7.46 7.89 
serap, sun dried, hydraulic 
presses. Samplefrom heap. 

LOnessee GO eceateaceescs: From C. P. Dey. Scrap, dry, 8. 29 9.00 7.00 5.40 
ground, hydraulic presses. 
Sample from heap. 

PANG OTA OC beeen seers eee yore a oreyeyetelclafansisiasaininia sievnisicj-sevs 9.13 Uo Ps feesessops 6.99 

11 | Crisfield, Md.......... From L. E. P. Dennis & Son. 3.82 4.55 6.95 | 2.1) 
“ Ground crab shells, used as 

filler. 
a ee ee eee 
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USES. 

FERTILIZER. 

Fish scrap, from the inception of the industry, has met with great 
success as a fertilizer, until to-day it constitutes one of the main 
sources of organic nitrogen used in the fertilizer industry. Its nitro- 
gen is in a form from which it is readily rendered available by the 
bacterial and other action taking place in the soil. The organic mat- 
ter, which serves as the carrier for the nitrogen, in fish scrap as in 
other organic nitrogenous substances is a beneficial adjunct not 
enjoyed by the inorganic nitrogenous substances. 
A small amount of fish scrap is used directly as fertilizer without 

admixture with other fertilizer ingredients or fillers. Its success 
when used alone has not been unqualified. Its continued applica- 
tion has led to a condition of the soil in which it would no longer 
respond to that fertilizer. A larger portion is mixed (‘“ manipu- 
lated ”) by the manufacturers of the scrap to form a so-called com- 
plete fertilizer and is sold, generally locally, under brand names. 

During the past year (1912) about 10,000 tons were thus employed. 
This practice is growing. | 

By far the larger proportion of the output of the East is sold di- 

rectly or through the medium of brokers to the larger manufacturers 

of fertilizers, by whom it is worked up into the various grades of 
finished goods marketed by them. 

CHICKEN FEED. 

This use of fish scrap at present is so slight in the East as scarcely 

to deserve mention. Only a few tons, and these by a small number 
of chicken growers, are thus utilized; but the success of those so 
using it, evidenced by their yearly increasing orders, would seem to 
justify its exploitation by experiment stations and its trial by other 
poultry raisers. 

The following paragraph is quoted, with excisions, from Goode: + 

At a meeting of the Maine Board of Agriculture and Farmers’ Convention, 

Mr. Wasson gave an interesting account of the use of “pogy chum” as a 

food for sheep and poultry, stating that he had used it for five years. * * * 

Sheep thus fed showed an average increase each of one pound and a quarter 

of wool, while they were constantly fat and brought heavy lambs. Hens also 

ate the scrap with avidity. Boyd stated that hens, ducks. and turkeys preferred 

it to corn, and became large and heavy when fed upon it. It is customary 

to discontinue the scrap and feed them on corn three or four weeks previous 

to killing them. 

CATTLE FEED. 

The use of fish scrap as a feed for cattle has met with such success, 
seemingly, in those instances where it has been tested that it is sur- 
prising that its adoption for this purpose has not become more 

1 Loc: cit. Ci. pp. 140-141. 
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general. It is reported that in the Shetland Islands dry salt fish 
constitute the main feed for cattle and sheep, and are even fed to 
horses. 

~The most rational method of utilizing fish for manure, and the one which it 

seems to me must prove by far the most profitable way of economizing our 

waste fish products, is by feeding them to stock. 

The following paragraphs are quoted from a paper by the eminent 
nutrition expert and food chemist, the late W. O. Atwater, which 
has been published as a part of the report by Goode: 

The earliest accounts which I have met of fish as food for domestic animals 

is the following extract from the Barnstable (Mass.) Journal of February 7, 

1838: : 

“The cattle at Provincetown feed upon fish with apparently as good relish 

as upon the best kinds of fodder. It is said that some cows, kept there several 

years, will, when grain and fish are placed before them at the same time, 

prefer the latter, eating the whole of the fish before they touch the grain.” 

In 1853, Mr. J. B. Lawes, of Rothamsted, England, reported several extensive 

series of experiments “On the Feeding of Pigs,’ in which were tested the 

effects of beans, lentil, Indian corn, and barley meals, bran, and dried New- 

foundland codfish as foods for fattening. * * * In speaking of the series 

in which the fish was fed with maize, barley, and bran in different proportions, 

Mr. Lawes says: 

“In the series * * * where we have * * * a comparatively small 

amount of nonnitrogenous matter consumed, the food consisted in a large pro- 

portion of the highly nitrogenous codfish; and in both of these cases, we had 

not only a very good proportion of increase to food consumed, but the pigs in 

these pens were very fat and well ripened. * * * This result is in itself 

interesting, and it may perhaps point to a comparatively greater efficiency in 

the already animalized protein compounds supplied in the codfish than in those 

derived, as in the other cases, from the purely vegetable diets.” 

The value of fish as food for domestic animals has been attested by experi- 

enced and intelligent farmers in our own country. 

As early as 1864, if not in fact previous to that date, the attention of mem- 

bers of the board of agriculture (of Maine), and farmers generally was called 

to the value of fish pomace or scrap as a feeding stuff for sheep, swine, and 

poultry. In a communication to the board* Mr. William D. Dana, of Perry, 

spoke in high tones of its value as a feed for domestic animals, in which he 

said:. : 

“Fish pomace, or the residuum of herring after the oil is pressed out, is 

greedily eaten by sheep, swine, and fowl; and probably pogy chum would be 

eaten as well. Smoked alewives and frost fish also furnish a food palatable to 

eattle. Sheep thrive well, get fat, and yield heavier fleeces when fed on this 

pomace than when fed on anything else produced in this section of the State. 

Careful and observing farmers, who have fed it, assert that it is of equal value 

with good hay, ton per ton, and that its value for manure is in no degree di- 

minished by passing it through the living mill, and thus reducing it to a much 

more convenient state for applying. If it could be sufficiently dried, without 

‘other substances, to prevent putrefaction, it would form a valuable article of 

cattle feed in regions from which it is now excluded by the expense of trans- 

portation and its own odoriferous nature.” 

1 Goode, loc. cit. Cf. p. 248. 2 Agriculture of Maine, 1864, p. 48. 
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It is apparent that the scrap spoken of here as used in these feed- 
ing experiments is the undried scrap as taken from the presses. No- 
reason suggests itself why the dried scrap should not be as nutritious 
as the wet as, theoretically, the drying causes no chemical change in 

the organic substances of the scrap but merely removes water. The 
advantages of the dry over the wet scrap as a feed are numerous and 
creat. 

Feeding experiments were conducted by Farrington at the experi- 
mental farm of the Maine College of Agriculture. Two flocks of 
lambs, of five each, were chosen, and during a period of 16 weeks 
one flock was fed corn and hay and the other fish scrap and hay. 
During the first four weeks of the experiment “the corn-fed flock, 
weighing 3404 pounds, ate 335 pounds of hay and lost 19 pounds in 
weight. The flock eating fish, weighing 338 pounds, ate 3838 pounds 

hay and lost 14 pounds.” During the 16 weeks of the experiment 
the sheep were fed about 2 ounces of fish scrap per head per day and 
the same amount of corn; in that time the corn-fed flock gained 48 
pounds, or 154 per cent, and the fish-fed flock 474 pounds, or 15.4 
per cent. As the fish scrap was unground and contained bones, it 
was not entirely eaten. 

On the whole, then, these experiments [and others* described in the report 

by Atwater, but omitted here*] bear unanimous and convincing testimony in 

favor of the easy digestibility and high nutritive value of animal foods in gen- 

eral and of fish guano in particular when fed to sheep and swine. How far 

they could be made profitable for other herbivorous animals than sheep has not 

yet been tested. In the nature of the case there is no reason why they should 

not be as nutritious for neat cattle as for sheep.- As Voit has justly observed, 

all mammals are at one period of their lives, when living upon milk, car- 

MEVOLOUSS | a) tee 

In short, we have every reason, from practical experience, from actual 

experiment, and from what we know of the nature of the case, to believe 

that the immense amount of animal waste produced in this country from our 

slaughterhouses, and especially from our fisheries, can be utilized with the 

greatest ease and profit to supply the most pressing need of a most important 

part of our agriculture—nitrogenous food for stock. 

The ingredients of fish may be made more available for plant food and their 

value for manure increased by * * * feeding to stock, thus putting it 

through a process similar to that by which Peruvian guano has been formed. In 

this way it can be used to enrich the manure made on the farm, and thus made 

one of the best aids to successful farming. 

Concerning the utilization of fish scrap as cattle feed, Henry, in 

“ Feeds and Feeding,” says: 

Along the coasts of Europe the waste parts of fish as well as entire fishes 

not used for human food are fed in dried form to animals. Spier, of Scotland, 

1By Wolff, Wildt, Kellner, and Weiske, described in Die Landwirthschaftlichen Ver- 

suchs-Station, J. f. Landwirthschaft and Landwirthschaftliche Jahrbiicher, 1876 and 

1877. 

2 Note inserted by writer, J. W. T. 
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reports no bad influence on milk when reasonable quantities of dried fish are 

fed to dairy cows. Nilson found that 80 parts of herring cake could replace 

100 parts of linseed cake in the ration for cows. The better grades of dried 

fish meal should be used for feeding farm animals. 

In a trial by Schrodt and Peters bran and rape cake were gradually replaced 

by equal quantities of flesh meal until the allowance of the latter reached 2.2 

pounds per head daily. It was found that the customary shrinkage in live 

weight when in full milk flow did not occur, and there was an increase in the 

total quantity of milk as well as in the total solids and fat. Flesh meal 

effected a saving of 2 pounds of feed per head daily, and the cows learned to 

relish it highly. 

According to Kuhn, milk and butter of normal quantity were produced on a 

daily allowance of 2.8 pounds of fat-free fish scrap supplied with a variety of 

other feed, no deleterious effects resulting. 

The universally affirmative results of all the recorded experiments 
with fish scrap as a cattle feed leaves little room for doubt as to its 

efficiency. It is, indeed, surprising that its use as a feed has not been 
more generally introduced. This is doubtless due to the lack of ex- 

ploitation on the part of the manufacturers, the ones most vitally 
interested financially. 

It will be recalled that in the beginning of the cottonseed-oil indus- 

try the expressed cake was a by-product which found use only in the 
fertilizer industry. Its subsequent exploitation as a cattle feed gave 

it a much enhanced value. To-day it is produced in immense and 

constantly increasing quantities, and the portion of it which enters 
the mixed fertilizer is proportionally less than the amount used as 
cattle feed. We should not be surprised if in that particular the his- 
tory of fish scrap will parallel that of cottonseed meal; that the time 
will soon come when it will be recognized by both manufacturer and 
farmer that its preparation and use as a cattle feed is more profitable 

to both than when employed only as a stimulator for growing plants. 
And fitting, indeed, it would be that even a small part of the mil- 
lions of pounds of combined nitrogen carried seaward annually by 
the rivers should be returned, and after a short cycle again should be 
rendered suitable for man’s consumption. 

POSSIBILITIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FISH-SCRAP INDUSTRY. 

A number of elements, all speculative in character, enter into the 

question of the possible development of the fish-scrap industry. A 
discussion of this topic should consider the past history of the indus- 
try and the present supply of fish, and should have regard for the 
probable future demand for nitrogen, for the probable increased de- 
mand for fish for food, and for the possibly more complete utilization 
of waste from canneries. 

This topic will be considered briefly in the light of the principal 
influences liable to affect it. The opinions expressed are based on 
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observations so far made, which in many particulars are necessarily 
incomplete. A fuller study of the subject doubtless will cause a cer- 
tain revision of these opinions. 

IN THE LIGHT OF THE PAST HISTORY OF THE INDUSTRY. 

From the table on page 7, setting forth the statistics of the fish- 
scrap industry for the years 1873 to 1898, inclusive, it may be seen 
that the industry has been on its present basis since 1885. The 
annual catch has varied, the variation being determined as much, 

perhaps, by the success of the fishermen—“ fishermen’s luck ”—as by 
the status of the industry, and the annual output in oil and scrap has 
not varied greatly from 70,000 tons of scrap and 35,000 barrels of oil. 
There has not been that growth in the recent past which would war- 
rant a belief in a growth in the future. | 

During the last year there was quite an impetus noted in the 
industry, due largely to the very successful season of the preceding 
year, 1911. While there were a number of new plants under con- 
struction or beginning operations in 1912, whose establishment was 
attributable largely to the prosperous season of 1911, there were 
others which did not share in this prosperity and were either out -of 
commission or in the hands of receivers. 

The greatest change in the fish-scrap industry of the last 25 years 
has been the introduction within recent years of improved machinery 
for manufacturing the scrap. The success of this move has been 
pronounced. This success has been almost too recent to enable one 
to say what effect it will have on the industry. But since the main 
expense involved in the industry hes in the operation of the boats 
and the main profit in the success of the boats, it is evident that 
changes in the factory proper can not have a far-reaching influence 
on the industry as a whole. 

IN THE LIGHT OF THE SUPPLY OF FISH. 

Repeated inquiries among the menhaden fishermen with respect to 
‘the decrease in the number of fish have failed to reveal any impor- 
tant indication that the menhaden are any less abundant to-day than 
in times past. Occasionally the opinion is expressed that they have 
decreased; but frequently this opinion is based on the disappearance 
of the fish from certain inclosed bodies of water from entering which 
they are prevented by the large number of fishing steamers operating 
at the entrance to such bodies of water. As has been pretty conclu- 
sively indicated, the number of fish caught by the fishermen is hardly 

significant when compared with those destroyed by the carnivorous 
fish which prey upon them. It is not to be expected, therefore, that 
even increasing fishing will impair their numbers, unless, indeed, cer- 
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tain movements or habits of the schools, which in the past have 
served to protect them from their predatory foes or have enabled 
them to reproduce, are interfered with by the fishermen. If fishing 
off the entrances to the various bays and sounds along the coast pre- 
vents the menhaden from entering these waters, this fact may assist 
in their destruction by keeping them on the high seas, where, pre- 
sumably, they are more open to attack than when feeding in the more 
sheltered bays and river mouths. 

So long as the fish are not interfered with at the time of their 
spawning season, however, there is little danger of their number 
being impaired seriously by man, since their rate of reproduction is 
so enormous. It is maintained that but few spawning fish ever are 
caught by the fishermen, and that the spawning season begins at 
about the time the fishing season ends. This is not quite true of the 
season in North Carolina, where the fishing season and spawning sea- 
son overlap, and is open to doubt at other places. While many fish 
are caught, containing roe, so few are taken from which the spawn is 
running that it is probably true that the spawning of the menhaden 
is not seriously interfered with. 

Doubtless fishing methods will continue to be improved so that 
more effective fishing will be possible. The development. of the 
fishing end of the industry will have to take place in that direction 
rather than in an increase in the number of steamers fishing; for the 
larger the number of the latter, the more will they interfere with 
each other by frightening and scattering the schools, and to a cor- 

responding degree will they impair each other’s efficiency. Since the 
operation of the steamers is the most important part of the industry, 
a fair catch is imperative if the industry is to pay. 

It frequently has been suggested that the number of menhaden 

could be increased by decreasing the number of their foes. This is 
doubtless true; but if the number of the menhaden is not appreciably 
decreased from year to year by the most vigorous fishing, it would ap- 
pear equally impossible to decrease their foes by applying the same 
method. Something, possibly, could be accomplished by attacking 

the predaceous fish at their spawning beds. Since the most important 
of the predaceous fish, excepting the dogfish, are among those highly 

valued for food, it would scarcely be feasible to destroy these food 
fish to preserve the others commonly not so regarded. 

The number of menhaden now available doubtless represents a 
state of equilibrium between their natural tendency to multiply by 
procreation and their destruction by the hordes of other fish whose 
main food they constitute. This equilibrium doubtless has existed 
for ages. It is improbable therefore that it will now be upset by any 
natural cause. 
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A word of warning, however, should be given those operators 
whose crews take menhaden in the late fall and the winter, that if 
they catch spawning fish they are running the risk of decreasing the 
supply. Serious interference with the fish at their spawning season 
means the inevitable depletion of the schools. 

IN THE LIGHT OF THE FUTURE DEMAND FOR NITROGEN. 

Certainly it is true that there will continue to be a use for nitrogen 
compounds for fertilizers for many years to come, and that for a 
time, at least, this use will be a rapidly increasing one. Whether 
there always will be such a demand is impossible to say and idle to 
speculate. The understanding of fertilizers and their action in the 
stimulation of plant growth now is only in its incipiency. Subse- 
quent investigation may show, and doubtless will, that some of our 

agricultural practices are based on misconceptions. Subsequent in- 
vestigations may show that certain of the materials now used as fer- 

tilizers are not as good as certain others yet to be tested, for it is 
known definitely that many other substances besides compounds of 
nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorous produce a stimulation similar, 
or, at least, analogous, to that produced by the present ingredients of 
commercial fertilizers regarded as essential. 

The general scarcity of nitrogenous compounds has stimulated the 
investigation of processes for “ fixing” the nitrogen of the atmos- 
phere so that to-day there are at least three distinct methods of 

bringing about reaction between nitrogen and other substances which 

have been made the base of nitrogen-fixing industries. These are 

methods for oxidizing the nitrogen of air to nitric acid, for bringing 

about a union between the nitrogen of air and calcium carbide to form 

calcium cyanamide, and for inducing a reaction between the nitrogen 
of air and hydrogen to form ammonia. These industries are only in 
their infancy, so to speak, having been in operation only a few years. 
The rapid development of and improvement in the processes, growth 
in number and size of plants, and corresponding increase in output 
show that already they are on a satisfactory commercial basis and be- 

speak for them a successful future. Whether they will find it com- 
mercially advantageous or possible to market nitrogenous compounds 
at. a lower price than now obtains or at a price with which the manu- 
facturers of fish scrap can not compete remains for the future to dis- 
close. With an unlimited and easily accessible supply of raw mate- 
rials and a practically inexhaustible source of power for operation 
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the manufacturers of the atmospheric products certainly are in a po- 
sition to supply immense quantities of nitrogenous fertilizers. 

The present great source of combined nitrogen in this country 
is ammonium sulphate from the by-product coke oven. The un- 
recovered ammonia, liberated in the old form of coke oven, the 
beehive, is more than enough to supply the fertilizer trade with 
all the fixed nitrogen it demands. Should this amount be ren- 
dered available by a sudden improvement in the coking process, the 
preparation of fish scrap for fertilizer use doubtless would become 
commercially infeasible. It is more probable that the increase in the 
output of ammonium sulphate will keep pace with the increase in 
demand therefor, and that the price fluctuations will be gradual and 
slight. : 

In recapitulation, then, it may be said that while the demand for 
nitrogen compounds of animal or vegetable origin undoubtedly will 
continue to increase, the prospects for the supply of inorganic nitrog- 
enous compounds are quite bright. While the fertilizer industry, 
perhaps, prefers the former, it is quite independent of them so long 
as the supply of the latter is ample. So, should the price of fish 
scrap be increased, it appears probable that increased amounts of 
ammonium sulphate, and, in the future, atmospheric products would 
take its place. In the light of these considerations, then, it does not 
appear reasonable to believe that the demand for and the price 
offered for fish scrap for fertilizer purposes will materially increase. 

IN THE LIGHT OF THE POSSIBLE INCREASED DEMANDS FOR FISH FOR FOOD. 

The fact is forced upon our attention daily that the cost of food 
is increasing. This can only mean either that food is becoming more 
scarce in proportion to population, or that the expense of getting it 
to the consumer is increasing, or both. The decrease in the experta- 

tion of American food products is an indication that the former is 
true, and the continued elaboration and extension of the middleman 
system of handling produce undoubtedly makes the latter true. A 
number of possibilities may be realized which will operate to in- 
crease the abundance and availability of farm produce, so that the 
increase in production of food can keep pace with the increase in 
population for a great many years to come. However, should this 
increase in production not come to pass, the increasing scarcity of 
food in general, and of nitrogenous food in particular, will make it 
imperative that the fish of the sea be more economically utilized. 
This will mean at first a gradual stimulation of the present fisheries 
engaged in catching the so-called food fishes, especially those whose 
catches are preserved for shipment long distances and for consump- 

tion at times and places in which fresh fish are not available. 
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The menhaden commonly are regarded as nonedible fish. The 
fishermen, when asked why the menhaden are not edible, reply that 
they are “too boney” or “too oily ”; others acknowledge that the 
menhaden, when freshly caught and properly cooked, have as good 

a flavor as any other fish. It is true that choicer fish are usually at 
hand and are chosen at the expense of the menhaden, and in that 
sense they are not edible. In short, it appears undoubtedly true that 
they are edible and palatable, but are not as choice as a number of 
other fish usually to be had, and therefore as a usual thing they are 
not eaten. At times they have appeared in the fish markets of the 
Kast and have brought prices comparable with those fetched by other 
fish recognized as food fish. 

In former years it has been the practice among the people inhabit- 
ing the coastal sections of the United States to preserve a number 
of barrels of menhaden in salt for home consumption. At times 
salted menhaden have been prepared in fairly large quantities for 
exportation and as a sort of substitute for salt mackerel. This has 
been true especially in seasons of scarcity of other fish. The sta- 
tistics of the Bureau of Fisheries of 1905 covering the fishing activi- 
ties of the New England States show that only 8,600 menhaden, 
valued at $252, were salted during that year; these were in the State 

of Massachusetts. Smitht has stated that 25,000 menhaden were 

salted for their own use by the crews of two steamers of the men- 
haden fleet of 1895. It is presumable that this was not peculiar to 
these two steamers alone and that a similar practice was in vogue to 

a proportionate extent on the other 54 steamers and 28 sailing vessels 
in use that year. 
Menhaden have been prepared as sardines and have been declared 

a complete success when so used. It has been demonstrated that a 
meat extract can be prepared from their flesh equal in flavor and 

nutritive value to the well-known extract of beef. While this fact 
has been known for many years, the process of extraction so far has 
failed of development on a commercial scale. The extract is said to 
equal 20 per cent of the weight of the fish. The expressed flesh and 

the oil are obtainable as by-products, the former for fertilizer pur- 
poses and the latter for the uses to which it is now applied. In 

short, past experience has shown that the menhaden are available as 
food fish to be used fresh, where marketable, for preserving in oil as 
sardines, or in salt, as mullets and herring are now preserved, or as 
a source of meat extract, as the exigencies of the food supply should 
demand. 

At present there is no indication that the consumption of men- 
haden for food for man is on the increase. 

1 Notes on an Investigation of the Menhaden Fishing in 1894, with Special Reference 

to the Food Fishes Taken. Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1895, p. 285. 
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IN THE LIGHT OF THE MORE COMPLETE UTILIZATION OF THE WASTE FROM 

CANNERIES AND OF WASTE FISH. 

The aggregate annual waste from the dressing of fish is undoubt- 
edly great. About 25 per cent of the weight of the “round” or fresh 
fish is discarded in dressing. With the exception of the canneries, 
there are few places where enough fish are dressed to make the treat- 
ment of the cuttings for the preparation of fertilizer economically 
feasible. Practically all of the small fish to be found on the market 
fresh are sold “ round”; the dressing is done by the individual con- 
sumer. The waste thus produced finds its way into the garbage and 
is disposed of in that manner. In some fishing centers it is the cus- 
tom to remove the viscera of the fish before marketing, but not the 
heads. In this case the fish are usually dressed on board the fishing 
boats and the waste is thrown overboard. Once the habits of the 
fishermen in this regard are overcome, and a plant for its treatment 
established at a convenient point of call for the fishing fleet, it is 
possible that a great deal of this material could be saved and con- 
verted into fertilizer. It is the custom at present in this manner of 

dressing fish to save the livers. The remaining viscera probably are 
low in their content of oil, possibly too low to make an extraction 
profitable; and the remainder is of a rather watery natuse, contain- 
ing little solid matter. However, the solid matter that is present is 
highly nitrogenous and therefore of fertilizer value. Furthermore, 
it is believed that to throw this * xterial overboard is injurious to the 
fisheries, causing the desirable fish to forsake the waters thus polluted 
and attracting large numbers of dogfish inimical to the food fish. 
This practice is sufficiently undesirable to merit prohibition by law. 
At the same time, in such a contingency, plants suitable for its dis- 
posal should be assured by the same power. 

There is a distinct possibility that enough of this product is re- 
coverable at certain points to enable small rendering plants to operate; 
and at present, it is known to the writer, it is planned to make use 
in some manner of the offal obtainable from at least one fleet of about 
50 fishing boats. But there is not a large enough number of fishing 
centers where the practices are such as described, nor is there enough 
material available at any one point to make the amount of fertilizer 
produced from that source of any great significance. 

The cuttings from herring and other fish canned at the center of 
the fish-canning industry on the Atlantic coast, it has been shown in 
a previous paragraph, amounted to 36,496 hogsheads, yielding 31 tons 
of wet scrap in 1895, and an amount of cuttings which gave 50 tons 
of wet scrap in 1905. While data showing the completeness with 
which the scrap of that neighborhood is utilized are lacking, it is 
presumable that since the equipment for its rendering has been in- 
stalled, all that is readily available is so employed. Similar material 
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is produced in large amount by the extensive fisheries on the Great 
Lakes, but there again it is so badly scattered that its treatment to 

any considerable extent is impracticable. These sources then scarcely 
can be looked to for increasing the Nation’s output in fish scrap. 
Among the so-called waste fish, fish commonly regarded as unfit — 

for food and applied to no other use, the dogfish are perhaps most 
numerous in coastal waters and most easily caught. The interest of 
ihe various fisheries rather demand that the number of dogfish be 
reduced; and the experience in Canada, where through Government 
initiative they are being converted into fertilizer, shows that they 
are a potentially large source of fish for fish-scrap purposes. and in 
their utilization one reasonably may expect a development of the fish- 
scrap industry. 

This discussion has been confined to conditions as they have been 
observed on the Atlantic coast and do not apply at all to the Pacific 
coast. The salmon canneries on the Pacific coast produce very large 
amounts of refuse, representing, roughly, 30 per cent of the “ round ” 
weight of the salmon taken. The salmon-canning industry by no 
means is confined to the States, but is carried on quite extensively 
in southeastern and southwestern Alaska. A considerable amount of 
the refuse now produced in the States is made use of in the prepara- 
tion of fertilizers, a practice which is on the increase. In Alaska 
practically none of the refuse is saved. A discussion of the salmon- 
cannery waste is not in place in this report, since it is the intention 

of this bureau to conduct an investigation during the coming summer 
with a view to the more complete utilization of this material for 
fertilizer purposes. Since nature has provided an abundant growth 
of the self-perpetuating and highly potassic kelp in the neighbor- 
hood of many of the canneries, it is hoped that the two materials 
can be combined and a fertilizer, containing the three most desired 
ingredients—nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash—be manufac- 
tured with profit. 

OILS. 

DEVELOPMENT. 

Fish oils for many years have been among the important products 
taken from the sea. The whale constituted the first important source 
of the so-called fish oils and to-day yields about 3,000,000 gallons 
annually. In addition to these, other aquatic animals, such as the 
porpoise, the blackfish, seals, walrus, and the livers of cod, have 
been made a fruitful source of the animal oils. 
Menhaden oil, the true fish oil, and by far the most important oil 

produced on the Atlantic coast of the United States, first appeared 
on the market in considerable quantity in the early sixties. The 
large prices obtained in the early days of the industry led to a rapid 
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development in the industry and a consequent overproduction in oil. 
In the seventies the annual production exceeded 2,000,000 gallons, 

a figure which it closely has maintained on the average ever since. 
The annual production since 1873 is given, by years, in Table III, on 
page 7. 

PRICES. 

The range in prices since 1863 of the various grades of oil is 
given in the subjoined table. The data for the years 1863 to 1902 
are taken from the report by Stevenson, previously quoted; those 
for the following years from the Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter. 
During the past year the oil has varied in price from 23 cents to 

28 cents per gallon. | 

TABLE XIII.—Statement of the range of prices for crude northern menhaden 
oil in the New York market from 1863 to 1911, inclusive. 

Year. Lowest. | Highest. Year. Lowest. | Highest. 

TUS eS ag i A eI ee $0.75 $1. 00 US SRE ee es Wat eta Senet eee $0. 20 $0. 32 
IR GAR ESS oe ee BO eS oe 1.10 WeS5 PE QRO See ead See ce ree Ses 21 .32 
NS GHEE eee eine Na ee sates 80 1. 40 SOO Renee Reet eps eae 22 30 
SOG pes ens oe einen 7 eS 5 EL BO lie ee ace eee cree eee 255 30 
URO Reese secs see ee ees 45 .70 NBO oe Ste sh Serene ee se 30 38 
ROR eee eee sme ain eeios 50 .95 IG Reet See san sacec ase soete 33 40 
SOO eee oe eae ee eee S 625 T5025 0 |e 894e 5 ee he ee on 21 33 
SiO Sees ane eee ooo eee 40 . 68 RO Sree ee eh eee Ee 19 25 
US fie eye ye meee 35 505) ROG Ses ee ee oe eee 18 23 
CY ee aie 3 eae maree San seeeaaee 36 -65 LG 6s eS SEA ae, Areas 18 25 
LY DisBan COR See iC Ronee 32 GO5a EL SORE esas 5 Ate eaeceee cece 225 24 
CY fe IO Sane ee ne a ae 35 AD 9 || GVSO9 ee Sars se aa ccna semincoee 225 27 
NS Dee ae ese aCe ne okcemiaee aioe 305 ASS AQUOS ae da toe na tewee ae ae 25 27 
Oy OS ae Bae SASSO SS Eee are 30 50 a SO) Ves oe reer ais a AC ee 26 30 
UV iS SaaS SAR ae SO Coes ea eae 30 46 OOD Re ae pee a ene pee 26 29 
Ly (See Re Oe Eerie ee eae 23 45 1903 2 eee sone eiee else e ee 22 27 
SLO ere eae Sera aoe Oe tenia 24 35 1904 ee Se cose een eee eee 21 25 
1tke eSBs ao Roe ees eee eee ee 29 -43 LOO De See oa Saree ee eee 17 21 
SSeS Sone eine cians oe - 30 aio ya | Noes eaessoaeienoaae soccetae 24 26 
RS Dah See a7 Mee oe one Sais .32 42 NO OTs Ses a ee eine eee eal ed et coc 
ULSS3 Semis sae eae eee ee seem se .30 -48 NGOS Ras Eee a ae ee .24 307 / 
SRA ae ews ot Soe See mo nseee: . 26 DATO OOO 5 ss ee eae ee ae seer aA - 30 
TRS 55 eee eee co See cee 21 - 30 1 OVO Fee eee eee cieeeceme eres Contract.| Contract. 
SSO Se ee eee see oe aes - 20 AX Gy zo) || Ai EW Ues Be e  ae BOS - 28 
NSS fete ee ras eae Sao Ses oe .19 21 

TECHNOLOGY. 

The mixture of oil and water running from the cooked fish in the 
presses is conducted into the first and uppermost of a set of tanks 
arranged one somewhat above the other. In this vat the mixture on 
standing a short time separates into a stratum of oil floating on an 
aqueous layer. The separation may be assisted by heating the mix- 
ture. For this purpose steam coils are provided. The oil thence is 
allowed to flow by a suitable arrangement of weirs successively 
through the series of receptacles, in which by means of stronger heat- 
ing by steam it is gradually purified from its contained water and 
small particles of flesh. The greater part of the fine particles of 
flesh separate in the first vat, settling to the bottom. This fine mush 
is known as “ gurry,” and sometimes is sold to the manufacturers 
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of soap without further treatment, and in some cases is placed in 
stout canvas bags and subjected to pressure to recover ihe oil which 

it still contains. The residual solid matter is added to the scrap. 
As this is free from bones, its nitrogen content is correspondingly 
higher than that of the ordinary scrap. 

The oil that has been put through the simple process of separation 
and purification described is run directly into barrels for shipment 
or into large storage tanks from which it is drawn off as desired for 
shipment. It usually is sold in bulk to oil refiners by whom it is 
prepared for the various uses to which it is adapted. 

YIELD. 

The yield in oil varies (1) with the year, (2) more decidedly with 
the locality from which the fish are taken, and (3) most widely with 
the time of the year when taken. The fish taken in northern waters 
as a rule are fatter than those from southern waters. “In the year 
1900, for instance, the yield of oil at the Rhode Island factories was 
5.76 gallons per 1,000 fish; in New York it was 6.39 gallons, in 
Delaware 4.92 gallons, and in Texas 3.51 gallons to the 1,000 fish.” ? 
When the fish appear in the spring they frequently are so thin that 

no recoverable oil at all is obtained from them. The fish taken in the 
fall, on the contrary, yield on the average 12 gallons per 1,000 and 

frequently 15 gallons per 1,000. The variation in yield per thousand 
from year to year, therefore, probably is determined by the relative 
number of fish caught in the spring and fall. 

PROPERTIES AND USES. 

Crude menhaden oil varies in color from light amber to dark 
brown. This wide range in color is due to the variation in the 
manner of treatment of the fish and the preliminary purification of 
the oil. Its viscosity is determined largely by temperature. 
Formerly menhaden oil was used principally as an illuminant and 

in currying leather. In addition, it long has been used as a paint 
vehicle, as a lubricant, and as a soap-making grease. Its use in 
currying leather and as an illuminant has been supplanted to a con- 
siderable extent by that of mineral oils, while its employment in the 
other manners mentioned has increased. Large quantities now are 

used in the paint manufacturing industry and in tempering steel. 
For the latter purpose a large amount is sold directly to the manu- 
facturers of steel articles. 

Important contributions to the knowledge of fish oils as paint 
vehicles have been made by Toch.? This paint and oil specialist 
-regards menhaden oil as the best of the fish oils. He differentiates 

1 Stevenson, loc. cit. 2Toch, J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 8, 627 (1911). 
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strictly between menhaden oil and other so-called fish oils, such as 
those obtained from the whale, porpoise, and seals, as those from the 
latter three sources lack those qualities possessed by menhaden oil 
to a marked degree, which would classify them as drying oils. Their 
admixture with drying oils, such as tung and boiled linseed oils, 
does not avail, for while they may appear to have dried they become 
sticky again in the presence of humid air. 

In the subjoined table are given the specific gravities and iodine 
numbers of several oils commonly classed as fish oils. The iodine 
numbers are determined by the method of Hubl. 

TABLE XIV.—Specifie gravities and iodine numbers of jish oils. 

Specific Teding : ; Specific lodine 
Kind of oil. Branly abe Kind of oil. eraMy saVEETaL BSE. 

No. 1. Crude whale oil......... 0.9195 136.1 |} Menhaden oils: 
No.1. Filtered whale oil....... . 9168 125.0 Extra bleached winter...| 0.9237 150.4 
No. 2. Filtered whale oil... ... . 9187 142.9 Bleached, refined........- . 9273 161.2 
Codioil i a eee eae ee . 9196 TY TRA NPs 2S eo Sh eoeenaaee- . 9249 165.7 
Porpoise bod yi0il=-=22------.-- 39233) |S eel oo. sal | Darke Dro wills ses neers ae . 9250 154.5 
Seal oil, water white........-.. . 9227 143.0 

The authority quoted says further: 

The oil that gives the best and most lasting results for paint purposes is the 

menhaden oil, and the winter-bleached variety is the one.that should be rec- 

ommended. This is an oil fairly pale in color, with an iodine number of 150 

or over, and with little or no fishy odor; in fact, I might say that in the pur- 

chasing of fish oils for paint purposes it is well to beware. of a fish oil that has 

the so-called characteristic fishy odor. I have not yet satisfied myself as to the 

cause: of this odor, but, so far as I have reached in my investigation, I am 

inclined to believe it is due to phosphorous decomposition compounds. The re- 

sults which I have obtained from the proper grades of fish oil—and I am glad to 

say that there are several manufacturers sufficiently intelligent to market the 

oils that are very desirable—warrant me in saying that fish oil in the hands 

of an intelligent manufacturer, and used up to 75 per cent, produces excellent 

results for exterior purposes. For interior purposes fish oil does not seem to 

be desirable, for it gives off noxious gases for a long time.* 

It is recommended that for exterior work three parts of fish oil be 
mixed. with one part of linseed oil. The mixture is nonhygroscopic— 
when dry it remains dry—and the results obtained with it are de- 
scribed as excellent and lasting. The iodine number, it is main- 
tained, is an index of the suitability of fish oils for paint purposes. 
It profitably may be substituted for linseed oil in a number of appli- 

cations. It is more resistant to the action of heat than linseed oil, 
and hence is especially adaptable to use in painting ironwork such 
as boiler fronts and smokestacks. It holds up better in a moist cli- 
mate, such as that existing in proximity to the seashore. Its use is 

1 Toch, loc. cit. 
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recommended especially for replacing linseed 011 in the manufacture 
of patent leather and similar products and printing ink. The patent 
leather resulting is more flexible and less lable to crack, though it 
possesses a somewhat less glossy surface. An objection to its use 
in this manner, however, is a peculiar efflorescence which its presence 
causes to form on the surface of the preparation. Its moderate use 
in the manufacture of baked japans also has been found highly 
advantageous. 

Menhaden oil should, of course, be used with a drier, and for that purpose 

the best results are obtained by means of a tungate drier. A tungate drier is 

one in which tung oil, or China wood oil, is boiled with a lead amd manganese 

oxide, and when the solution is complete this is then mixed with a properly 

made resinate of lead and manganese. Such a drier becomes soluble in the 

oil at temperatures over 100° C., and hardens the resulting paint very 

thoroughly. For fabrics, however, fish oil must be heated to a temperature of 

over 200° C., and if air is injected at such a temperature the glycerides are 

expelled and thick oil is produced which, in conjunction with the drier just 

named, is equally good for printing inks. It is advisable, however, to add at 

_ least 25 per cent of either a heavy bodied linseed oil or a raw linseed oil which 
does not break before the manipulation just referred to is begun.* 

The manipulation requisite on the part of the manufacturers to 
render their oils immediately usable for paint vehicles involves 
merely the addition of the drier and boiled linseed oil to the fish 
oil. The product should be sold directly to the paint manufacturers. 
The advantages gained are a higher price gotten because of this 
manipulation and because of the elimination of the middleman, and 
the assurance which the paint manufacturer has that the oil pur- 

chased directly from the manufacturer of fish oils probably is the 
pure product. 

In this connection it should be added that undoubtedly there are 
certain other ways, and probably many more, in which the value 
of the menhaden oil easily might be enhanced. The considerable 
portion of the time when, because the fish-rendering plant is lying 
idle, the employees are unoccupied, should make it possible for the 
operators to expend more labor on their oil with a view to the im- 
provement of its quality, and to manipulate it to render it suitable 
con special purposes, without greatly adding to the cost of manu- 
facture. 

1Toch, loc. cit. 
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